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Abstract 

 

Despite the surging growth and huge economic contribution, the wedding industry in India 

lacks the attention of researchers and quality literature. Underpinned by technological 

enhancements, social media influence, changing consumption and marketing paradigm, this 

research is an attempt to explore the impact of such change in relation to the current wedding 

industry. The size of the industry would vary in as many sources as you explore. The Industry 

encompasses many sub-industries like travel, hotel, food, clothing, entertainment, decor, 

photography, make-up and so on. Subsequently, it is hard to set a figure around the size of 

the Industry. A conventional Indian wedding celebration would involve couples, and their 

respective family and friends to plan and manage the entire show. However, the industry has 

witnessed a significant drift in relation to emerging trends of hiring wedding planners, use of 

technology and social media, in the past few decades. The inspiration for research begins, 

with researchers’ long trail of personal observations in and around close friends, family, and 

social circles. In this light, this paper seeks to address the specificity of the changing persona 

of the wedding industry in India and the effects of social media in this context. With the 

corresponding drifts of human behavior and marketing practices; accelerating use of 

dedicated social media such as LinkedIn, Airbnb, Couchsurfing and so on, this paper further 

represents an attempt to explore a business model of building a dedicated social media 

platform for the use of wedding planners and service providers in India. In this light, the 

researcher’s aim is to: 

 Study the current Indian wedding industry size, challenges, and use of social media 

 Explore the need for a dedicated social platform and can the use of such a platform 

modify the process of wedding planning and management itself?  

 How would the expansion of such medium collide with other traditional ways of 

wedding planning and management? 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Structure of the Study 

A well-built structure is essential for effective results. For this purpose, the researcher has 

structured this research into four chapters. The study begins with the “Introduction” which 

covers the overview of the entire research coupled with a research background, problem, aims 

and objectives, question, scope and limitations, and the methodology adopted to accomplish 

the research. The “Literature Review” section, presents the previous research done by 

scholars under two major literature themes of “Weddings” and “Social Media”. Owing to the 

lack of literature in relation to the “Indian wedding industry”, the researcher has attempted to 

contextualize the background of weddings with its history, evolution and changing global 

perspective. In addition, it goes onto define significance of Indian weddings with its cultural 

and religious aspects and the amount of money and time that is spent on them. The researcher 

further outlines the emerging role of wedding planners and influential trends of technology and 

social media that frames the future of the Industry. Under the theme “Social Media”, its 

definition, theories; usefulness, impact and influence of social media in marketing and 

business has been covered. Overall, this section has helped the researcher examine and build 

a strong theoretical trail of research to formulate the basis for the whole study. “Research 

Methodology” demonstrates the adoption of procedures and techniques in which the 

research is being carried out. It includes the justifying selection of research design, samples, 

and data collection. The “Analysis and Interpretation” section focuses on the discussion of 

findings obtained through primary and secondary data, thereby, formulating a conclusion in 

relation to finding if the research objectives were met. This section plays a critical role to 

address the research question; Is it of interest to build a dedicated social platform for the needs 

of wedding planners in India? 

 

Research Overview  

With skyrocketing industry growth, event management has emerged as a dedicated field of 

study in the past few decades. The scope of the study spans across a variety of events that 

includes celebrations such as weddings, anniversaries and birthdays, corporate events, 

festivals, sports events, mega-concerts, business meetings, exhibitions etc. (Getz & Page, 

2016) pg1. Events trigger a great contribution to the economic well-being of a country. It helps 

gain economic benefits through, generating employment, revenue generation through travel 

and tourism, encourage international business and collaboration, business opportunities for 

SMBs, and the overall financial and global benefits (Al Jeaidi & Raj, 2016). While some events 

have the purpose of creating economic value, as well as entertaining or forming societies, 
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these cannot be held the only reasons for organizing events (see appendix 1). With a wide 

spectrum of definitions, perspective, and overlapping market sector boundaries, it is 

sometimes difficult to understand the full extent of these events their variety and role. 

Moreover, it is quite difficult to quantify the worth of the event industry (Shone & Parry, 2013) 

pg6-7. Events have positive or negative impacts (see appendix 2) on almost every aspect of 

human lives be it; social, cultural, political, physical or environmental, economic etc. (Bowdin, 

et al., 2011) pg80-81. Related to event industry the scholars have identified drifting consumer 

trends (see appendix 3) that would have a larger impact on the industry in coming time (Getz 

& Page, 2016) pg32. Amongst various kinds of “Special events”, weddings are a major 

contributor to the event industry. In the past few decades, a major trend in growth and 

expansion of the wedding industry has been observed worldwide. For instance, the UK 

wedding market is estimated to be euro 2.3 Billion (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg34. The wedding 

industry revenue in the US has been recorded to $ 79 billion with an annual growth of 2.6% 

between years 2013-2018 (IBISWorld, 2018). 

 

In recent years, India has been recorded as the fastest growing G20 economy with an 

economic growth of around 7% (OECD, 2017). The Hunrun report (2015), indicates the rise 

in sectors and its strong contribution to the economy such as FMCG, jewelry, food & beverage, 

media, and entertainment (Pandathil, 2015). The Indian wedding industry has a great 

contribution to the country’s economy. It is estimated to be worth $40 billion a year and growing 

at about 20 percent annually (Bundhun, 2016). Another report by BBC (Kannan, 2013) 

projects, “There are over 10 million weddings in India every year in the country. The Industry 

is worth $25 billion and is growing 30% annually (Jha, 2015).  

Indian weddings have been an affair of boasting the wealth and status in the society! Every 

little thing in a wedding from venue to the food, decor, clothes, and entertainment of guests 

has to be the best (Pratap, 2014). Such big fat weddings are the outcomes of extensive 

planning and meticulous management. The rise of event organizers and wedding planners 

have made it all easy (Tiwari, 2018). Historically, the organization of weddings needed no 

extensive managerial expertise. This could be organized by couples or their parents/families 

or friends. It is until the Victorian period ‘expert’ advice embarked on organizing weddings. 

With recent large-scale wedding celebrations developments; the modern weddings with its 

many complexities often require professionals with technological skills and adequate 

managerial abilities (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg9-10. Today, the gap could be filled by wedding 

planners; a team of experts who could think beyond basic wedding arrangements ranging from 

theme weddings, designing creative and innovative invites, entertaining guests, photography, 

sourcing the best of the regional or international cuisines etc. (Pratap, 2014). Couples and 

families, who lack experience and time, but want to execute novel ideas for their big day, hire 
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a wedding planner to take charge (Han-Chen, et al., 2017). Weddings are a much bigger 

business in India and people are spending a lot of money. Subsequently, the wedding planning 

business is surging and is emerging as the one stop solution for all wedding needs. (Pratap, 

2014). 

 

The technology and social media have a larger impact on the overall event industry and has 

woven the sub-industries within. Special events have seen a significant drift due to changing 

generations. A generation of change and its impact on special events (see appendix 4) has 

been identified (Goldblatt, 2014) pg6. Computers and ever-changing technological 

developments such as social media have now been recognized to have many social effects 

by scholars. This transformation in social organization and cultures is driving change in the 

way people interact, communicate and live in today’s society (Mowshowitz & Turoff, 2005). 

Customers using technology; computers, internet, mobile, social media are found everywhere 

in the world and have been constantly taking a leap in consumption of these mediums (Tuten 

& Solomon, 2018). Facebook is ranked as the world’s largest social networking site for 

personal or business purposes. The company has had a great economic contribution across 

the globe. The impact is roughly around $29 billion as it facilitates the marketing and sales of 

goods and services of all size and scale (Musonera & Weber, 2018). In a recent news; despite 

steep user growth in the first and second quarter, “there are 2.5 billion people using a 

Facebook-owned app, which also includes Instagram, WhatsApp, and Messenger, each 

month” (Grigonis, 2018). Not only Facebook, but other social platforms such as Linkedin, and 

Airbnb have also emerged serving businesses and individuals for their dedicated needs. 

Today thousands of companies use Linkedln's flagship recruiter product to hunt for skilled 

professionals. The platform today has almost replaced conventional methods of scrutinizing 

and hiring skilled talents, which is otherwise time-consuming and expensive (Anders, 2012). 

Social media and its lucrative features have a great impact almost in all types of events 

including weddings. Consumers and providers are now able to create and consume their own 

created networks, with no one dictating and everyone contributing. A list consisting of the 

power of social media and what can it offer to the event industry as a whole has been identified. 

The consumption of social media and exploitation of its ever-decreasing utilities have already 

been well established in the event industry. However, how the event or wedding industry 

continues to use them in the future, is still an open question (Getz & Page, 2016) pg37. 
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Research Background 

The Indian wedding market is growing at an exponential rate of 20% a year. The industry’s 

revenue is estimated at $50 billion, which is the world’s second largest after the US at $70 

billion (Pandit, 2017). Indian weddings are known for its big fat dramatization of culture and 

traditions. It is a significant indicator of one’s status and wealth in society. A person spends 

one-fifth of his wealth at weddings in a lifetime (Bhandari, 2017). The economic gain and 

expansion of middle-class and young population in India have further fuelled the growth of the 

wedding industry in the country. The industry incorporates a wide range of sub-industries and 

service providers such as wedding planners, decorators, caterers, photographers, venue and 

hospitality managers, dress designers, entertainers, make-up artists, light and sound 

providers etc. (Bundhun, 2016).  With the staggering use of the internet, India’s internet 

population is projected to grow to 511.89 million internet users in 2022. It is ranked as the 

second largest online market worldwide (statista, 2018). A report (2018) presents the 

distribution of Internet users between the urban and rural area of the country. Moreover, under 

the demographic profile of internet users, about 60% of the users are constituted by the young 

professionals, college students and school going kids (Ayyar, 2018). The country had 250 

million active social media users during the measured time period (statista, 2018). This means 

these potential user groups would have a larger impact in forming the future of weddings in 

India. The Indian wedding industry has seen a significant drift in relation to the emerging role 

of wedding planners, use of online services and social media and customer behavior in past 

few years (Kannan, 2013). For instance, the online matchmaking has gained immense 

popularity among youth of urban and non-resident Indians. The decreasing social networks, 

geographical mobility and the complexity involved in selecting a life partner have given the 

rise to the new online matchmaking (Agrawal, 2015). In a context where cast, community, 

religion, and culture play an integral role in the context of marriage, the modernization of such 

celebration has begun to take place (Thukral Mahajan, et al., 2013). With digital and social 

media revolution. The effects can be noticed as the people of today’s India look for wedding 

solutions over these digital and social platforms (Kannan, 2013).  

 

Owing to the lack of literature on the subject, the researcher engaged with some prospective 

brides and grooms to learn through their own experiences and find if this research would hold 

any significance in the intended context. During such discussions with participants, the 

researcher gathered many insights on the use of technology and social media in relations to 

modern weddings in India. There have been witnessed the extensive use of such platforms 

and online services. We found to have the existence of already so popular online portals in 

the country, and their extensive consumption by users seeking solutions to their wedding 
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needs. During a discussion with Vrinda Nyati; a bride-to-be in January 2019 (see appendix 

3.1), it was found, WedMeGood.com is one of the most popular portals amongst wedding 

couples in India. The portal offers a wide range of vendor selections across all major cities of 

the country. However one of the biggest drawbacks of this portal according to the bride quoted 

above is the authenticity and credibility of these listings and also the real-time interaction, 

which in a way is the essence of social media (Musonera & Weber, 2018).  

 

Research Problem 

Despite the staggering growth rate, very little has been researched on the Indian wedding 

industry. Moreover, considering such technological developments and social media revolution, 

the industry has remained unnoticed by scholars and lacks quality literature. It is almost 

impossible to gauge the exact size of the industry due to a wide range of services and sub-

industries it incorporates. Also, less is known about current industry processes and 

challenges. In relation to the use of technology and social media, a drifting trend in the industry 

has been noticed. However, the full potential of such consumption is yet to be examined.  

 

Research Aims and Objective 

The researcher has planned to carry out the research with an aim to identify the need for a 

dedicated social platform, in relation to the business needs of wedding planners in India? 

Following are the objectives of the research that the researcher intends to accomplish at the 

end: 

 To have a critical understanding of the wedding industry and social media and its 

varied concepts. 

 To explore the current Indian wedding industry; economic contribution, size, 

challenges and use of social media in this relation. 

 To assess if there is a need for a dedicated social platform for the needs of wedding 

planners in India 

 

Research Question 

The core focus of the research was to address the question; “Is it of interest to build a 

dedicated social platform for the needs of wedding planners in India?” However, in order to 

address the overall scope of the research and address the issues related to Indian wedding 

industry and use of social media, the researcher had prepared a set of questions (see 

appendix 2.1) which were asked to selected participants during primary data collection. The 
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questions were designed as open-ended to bring out the subjectivity and facilitate deeper 

insights into the subject for improved analysis and interpretations. 

 

Research Scope and Limitations 

Whilst the endeavour will be made in relation to addressing the research question and 

objectives from a wedding planners’ perspective in India, the other perspectives, such as this 

of the customers’ is excluded. Obtaining such a wider perspective in this limited time frame 

would be an injustice to the overall outcome of the research. This may also result in misleading 

the research objectives. In this sense, the scope of the study spans across the exploration of 

Indian wedding industry and use of social media, by interviewing selected wedding planners 

in India, thereby, consolidate the research findings and conclusion.  

Also, few limitations of the research have been identified and presented under “Chapter 3 – 

Research Methodology” section of the document.  

 

Research Methodology 

Considering the research ideology that relates more to human social and behavioral aspect, 

the researcher has adopted the qualitative technique. This allows the researcher to bring out 

subjectivity and interpret the phenomenon in terms of the meanings people bring to them 

(Davies & Hughes, 2014) pg8-10. Considering the timeframe and budget constraints the 

selection of such an approach was the best fit. The qualitative method provided a deeper 

insight into the research question that embraces the perceptions and views of the study 

sample and the context in which they live. Unlike the quantitative method, this method is the 

best fit for exploring ‘new topics’ such as this of the research (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg10-16. 

It helps set the ground to find why? How? What is the process? What are the influences or 

context? Also, it allows the agility and flexibility during data collection and analysis, which 

otherwise can become cumbersome in quantitative approach (Davies & Hughes, 2014) pg23-

25. The research, aims to dive deeper into current wedding industry and its related aspects 

such as size of the industry, current challenges, and use and effects of social media, through 

interviewing the eligible participants (see appendix 2.2) and seeks to understand if it would 

interest them to build a dedicated social platform for their business needs in future? 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

Introduction 

The world economic forum report (2016-2017), identifies twelve pillars (See appendix 5) of 

competitiveness within the global economy. These pillars are closely interconnected and 

integrated into any economy (WEF, 2016). The clear identification of countries and their 

standing in relation to these competitive areas can facilitate the events business to compete 

effectively and efficiently in the global marketplace (Goldblatt, 2014) pg.10. Despite the 

continuing global challenges, the events industry continues to prosper as individuals increase 

spending on leisure in most parts of the world. It has grown so large encompassing a huge 

verity of sub-industries and professions that it is almost impossible to gauge the accurate and 

full size of the industry (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg34. As digitalization and technology 

materialize in the fourth Industrial Revolution, the importance of innovation and business 

sophistication to generate new product and service ideas and deliver them to consumers 

efficiently is significantly increasing (Klaus Schwab, 2016). Technological changes and faster 

reach to information and media has brought the world closer than ever before (Getz & Page, 

2016) pg31. More than half of the world’s population now use the internet (See Appendix 6). 

In addition, the statistics around the user base and usage of smartphones have contributed to 

this Internet revolution (Kemp, 2017). This digital age has erupted many new products and 

services. Today, consumers have many choices, reinforcing companies to constantly innovate 

and strive to stay ahead of the competition (Manuella, et al., 2014). While we are still to hold 

a grasp on the consequences; such developments have opened the new ways of interacting 

with information and interact with world and society. This further leads to new practices and 

change in human behavior pertaining to, listening, viewing, reusing, remixing, recommending 

to others, and creation (Aigrain & Aigrain, 2012) pg21-22.  

 

The term social media and its varied aspects have been long researched each adding a unique 

aspect to it. Overall, the definition of social media can be defined as a public platform open for 

membership that allows creating, editing and sharing of content and build relationships 

through interaction and collaboration. Its ability to facilitate a wide range of thematic topics 

coupled with high-level media-rich content provide powerful insights, which can be capitalized 

to business improvements and innovations (Mount & Garcia Martinez, 2014). This revolution 

has given birth to emerging trends such as sharing economy, where organizations or 

individuals capitalize the economic benefits by extending the right to share idle resources 

forming a social community (Huey-Yeh , et al., 2017). The phenomenon has become popular 

in the last few years with companies such as Airbnb, Uber, and Didi, securing three spots In 
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Fortune’s Global Top 10 Unicorns 2016 report (Fortune, 2016). Also, there witnessed a 

constant change in values and this reflects in the overall shift in human behavior across society 

and cultures. The changing demographics of generation X, Y and Z, better education, 

technological enhancements, and more connected society are few responsible factors for the 

change. A research presents how the next generation Z (age 14-25) is social media dependent 

and their lives are driven by what happens in the virtual world around them (Yadav & Rai, 

2017). Aging and cultural shifts will be major drives in designing, conceptualizing and 

executing events through the remainder of the twenty-first century. Those who are most 

attentive to such demographic shifts and attuned to the needs wants and desires of the 

generations would be better off to survive in the industry (Goldblatt, 2014) pg23. The next 

stage in the evolution of society shifts from a service economy to experience economy (Yadav 

& Rai, 2017). The experience economy and events have a strong correlation. The production 

of such experiences in relation to events would need to focus on a number of aspects such as 

the need to create a sensation and the need to personalize the experience. The emphasis 

resides in the designing and execution aspects of events that allow participants and audiences 

to communicate, engage and involve in all throughout the event journey (Maital, 1999). There 

are several tools and social platforms (See Appendix 7) that each offer noteworthy features 

and purpose (Voorveld, et al., 2018). Moreover, the revolution has a greater impact on the 

overall marketing and business paradigm, redefining marketing in the way organizations and 

brand engage with customers, build strong customer relationships, and create customer value 

to capture value from customers in return (Kotler, et al., 2018) pg29. Organizations can no 

longer control or dictate the information, marketing pitch or brands as everyone has an opinion 

and a potential audience. Hereby, a potential ability to generate an argument about pre-, 

during or post event experience. This further dictates an opportunity to co-create events 

interactively with social media communities (Getz & Page, 2016) pg.38. The empowering 

characteristics of social media; Instant global communication, marketing to target communities 

online (access to various networks and target potential users), easy and cheap publication 

(brand advertising and event content), sharing event experiences at an enormous scale (texts, 

photos, articles, ideas, profiles, music or videos about events), Real-time collaboration among 

users (event planners, agencies, vendors, and institutions), discussions for co-creation of 

event experiences anywhere and at any time, connecting to other with similar interests through 

social networking or community building (virtually experiencing social events), has the ability 

to transform the entire event business (Getz & Page, 2016) pg37-38. In relation to wedding 

business, social media has helped wedding planners and vendors to promote their business 

and services through social media; reviews, tagging, and comments. Wedding planners 

tagged in their client’s social media posts, are more likely to get noticed and promoted through 

digital-word-of-mouth (Edwards, 2018).   
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India has experienced increasing GDP growth in the past few years and is projected to rise to 

7.3% in 2018 (Bank, 2018). With surging economic boom, Indians are spending on weddings 

like never before. Due to uplift in big fat weddings, professions like wedding planners, 

photographers, make-up artists, dress designers, caterers, decorators, jewelry designers have 

witnessed a substantial boom. “The wedding industry in India is worth US$40 billion a year 

and growing at about 20 percent annually” (Bundhun, 2016). In the past few years, wedding 

planning has emerged as a strong diversification of Event management enterprises or 

professionals for its grantee as a recession-proof business model (Malouf, 2012). Not only has 

this, but also the revolution of social media seem to have an enormous impact on the wedding 

industry (Pratap, 2014).  

 

Weddings 

Background 

The term ‘events’ and its varied definitions have been long researched by scholars, however, 

there is little agreement on standardized definitions and categories of events. The APEX and 

CIC, 2005 defines an event as “An organized occasion such as a meeting, convention, 

exhibition, special event, gala dinner etc. An event is often composed of several different yet 

related functions.” (Bowdin, et al., 2011). Events recognize the need for social integration, 

reinforcement of social norms and bonding between individuals and communities. This relates 

to the reasons why people attend events? For; enjoyment, celebration, be happy and be 

sociable to do something they love to (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg36-38. Before the industrial 

revolution, the human’s life was constantly interspersed with special events such as; festivals, 

personal events or local events to celebrate all throughout the year. Such celebrations 

had/have significant importance in society (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg6. Scholars are divided in 

their opinion regarding the definitions of the term ‘special events’. Getz emphasizes the 

‘experience’ aspect. On the other hand, Goldblatt (2011) highlights the ‘celebratory’ aspect of 

special events (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg6.  

 

Overall, special events can be categorized into four broad categories (see appendix 8) based 

on the leisure, cultural, organizational or personal purposes (Tum, et al., 2006) pg.10. A 

Typology of events (see appendix 9), further illustrates the categorization of personal events 

based on the ‘complexities’ and ‘uncertainty’ involved in them (Shone & Parry, 2013) pg9. 

Special events require a critical balance of right and left quadrants of the cerebellum. The left 

side of our brain relates to the logical and aptitude aspect, whereas, the right refers to the 

creative and spontaneous thinking (Goldblatt, 2014)pg.55. The uniqueness; participants, 
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ambiance, or any other creative variables that will make the event unique, has been identified 

as the most important characteristics of any event coupled with other characters; fixed 

timescales, intangibility, personal interaction, rituals or ceremony, perishability etc. Each of 

these characters further highlights the role of event planners interspersed with them (Shone 

& Parry, 2013) pg22-25. Amongst various special events, weddings are listed under personal 

events and are celebratory or ceremonial in nature (Tum, et al., 2006) pg.10. It is not 

uncommon a wedding to last 3-4 days including the wedding reception. A wedding would 

felicitate a social gathering; family relatives and friends traveling distances to enjoy and 

celebrate. This is a good reason to socialize in today’s fast-moving technology-driven life. 

Eventually, hosts striving to make them livelier, creative, big, and personalized for their guests 

(Goldblatt, 2014) pg19.  

 

As we look through the migration patterns in past and today, have a greater impact in carrying 

traditions and cultures to other places, and evolving into their own legacy. These new evolved 

traditions would have some components of the past and blend of new ones and quickly 

disengaged themselves from others (Bowdin, et al., 2011) pg.44. In historical evidence, 

traditional weddings have stringent ceremonies and rituals to be performed and play an 

important role. However, in the modern world, the historic influence on events have changed. 

Religious, traditional or cultural reasons for staging many personal events have perhaps 

become less important, but we still see them in reinvented modern forms (Shone & Parry, 

2013) pg22. A conventional marriage, that traditionally offers a social and legal legitimacy to 

a sexual relationship and unites as a parental couple, is no longer required. Instead, it has 

become a lifestyle choice (Carter & Duncan, 2017). The most comprehensive survey of 

Americans married in 2017 reveals the formal weddings are on the decline (Group, 2018).  A 

study in Britain diagnoses the paradoxes around weddings that exists in modern society; 

despite weakening the social need for marriage the weddings and especially glamorized 

extravagant and expensive weddings have become more prominent (Carter & Duncan, 2017). 

A research recognizes the substantial growth in the wedding industry is due to the rise in 

consumerism and the efforts of industry to commercialize love and romance (Francis-Tan & 

Mialon, 2015). Today, couples, strive to create their own unique, creative, innovative, 

personalized and customized ‘perfect day’, coupled with the expected wedding tradition. Also, 

the popular representation of weddings is mushrooming through celebs weddings in news and 

magazines, wedding shows on TV, wedding exhibitions, and dedicated web forums (Carter & 

Duncan, 2017). In the modern world, the authenticity of live experiences is fed a firm 

abundance of the extravaganza. Larger than life, colorful, unique, and exciting visuals have a 

much larger impact creating spectacle experiences, and is a significant part of the wedding 

industry (Getz & Page, 2016) pg.38. Overall, the emphasis has shifted from institutional 
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marriage to the created wedding, whereby couples reflexively portray their identities, 

personality, and lifestyle to the society by doing wedding in a unique, distinct, personalized yet 

traditional ways. Thus, weddings today has become a trope for individualization and choice. 

However, in this modernization of weddings, tradition has not gone away. While there begins 

the individualized search for distinctiveness, most modern weddings remain celebrated 

around the set rituals and traditional practices (Carter & Duncan, 2017). 

 

The Wedding Industry: evolution, present, and future 

Wedding for most people is one of the important events of the life and individual(s), friends 

and families would not want to leave any chance of making it unique beautiful and perfect. 

The reason why, planning and executing such weddings would require a lot of time, money 

and detail of efforts (GÓRECKA, 2012). The modern image of weddings fit well into the 

individualization interpretation of today’s modern society. In a conventional wedding planning 

and management, the entire family would participate and engage whereas today most couples 

and families would hire a professional wedding planner. Needless to say, wedding planning 

has been identified as an indispensable service industry now and in the future (Han-Chen, et 

al., 2017). Although, some researchers have identified the overall roles, responsibilities skills, 

abilities and area of knowledge that future event managers should possess (Bowdin, et al., 

2011)pg34-35, a little is known in relation to wedding planners. A research nevertheless has 

attempted to explore the professional abilities required and their respective importance; to be 

a professional wedding planner. In the research, “Marketing Abilities” has been identified as 

the most critical skills, followed by “Self-Management”, “Professional Competence” and 

“Teamwork abilities” to be an effective and efficient wedding planner (Han-Chen, et al., 2017). 

 

Unlike weddings in the nineties, today, weddings have gained a strong professional 

perspective and involves a systematic management. This leads to the intricacies involved in 

relation to evaluating multiple options and choosing the right one. The application of project 

management such as evaluating vendors, considering and assessing price, vendor expertise 

and expected execution time has gained significant popularity in relation to wedding planning 

and execution in recent time (GÓRECKA, 2012). In addition, a web-based decision support 

system has been identified which can enable wedding couples to navigate through web-based 

information and aid in better decision making for their wedding, planning (POR, et al., 2014). 

Growth in experience economy is persistent. Today’s consumers endeavor unique, 

personalized and memorable experiences (Getz & Page, 2016) pg.35. This relates well to the 

weddings today as couples’ primarily focuses to create an amazing guest experience (Group, 

2018). People with high and modern lifestyle and leisure pursuits, invest a lot in events. They 
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want these events to contribute to their life experiences, participating themselves in such 

experience creation. This further reinforces event managers and wedding planners to tune to 

the changing co-creation of experiences (Getz & Page, 2016) pg.35. Many reports opine the 

rise in spending and expansion of the industry, however, a research opposes the view; the 

wedding planning industry revenue is envisioned to shrink as more couples and families opt 

to plan their own weddings than hire professional services or a wedding planner. This has 

resulted due to an increase in DIY (do-it-yourself) weddings. Many couples, especially those 

who are on limited budget, have increasingly used online services, websites, social media or 

mobile apps to look for solutions to their wedding needs in the set budget, rather than spending 

money on professional services. It has been found that these factors would continue to affect 

the Industry demand in future (IBISWorld, 2018). 

 

Indian Weddings and the Industry 

The Indian history and civilization depict the rise of multicultural and multilingual society as 

various invaders entered the country. Today the country has 29 states and 7 union territories 

(UT). From the largest to the smallest, each state/UT of India has a unique demography, 

history, and culture, dress, festivals, language etc (Hachten & Scotton, 2016) pg120. The 

diverse religions and cultures in India, have always determined the way people live in the 

country. These have the most influence on people making their day to day choices be it 

personal or professional (Thukral Mahajan, et al., 2013). An Indian wedding is considered an 

important event in one’s life in Indian culture. It is not only the bringing two lives together, but 

is the celebration of the union of two families, and maybe cultures and religions too! 

(KnowIndia, 2018). The religion has been a very dominant influence in the choice of marital 

partner following the entire nuptial and cohabitation (Thukral Mahajan, et al., 2013). However, 

the diversifying middle class, effects of urbanization and a demographic shift in the country is 

reforming the social inclusivity and acceptance beyond ones cast, culture, religious and 

traditional boundaries. With this changing arena, the conventional Indian marriages (within the 

same cast) is set to take a revision as urban, middle-class marriage market seems to step up 

and open arms to accept the change. With increasing urbanization, people in cities rely less 

on their origin of cast identities, thus less governed or influenced by related preferences of 

customs or traditions. Also, such audiences are more exposed to modern living standards, 

technology, social media and larger marriage market through online matrimonial than in rural 

areas (Ahuja & Ostermann, 2016).  

 

Weddings have become one of the platforms for flaunting wealth for India’s growing middle 

classes (now estimated at up to 300 million). This is further engendered an industry that worth 
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the equivalent of tens of billions of euro annually (FITZGERALD, 2018). Two decades of 

economic liberalization has changed the face of Indian wedding industry. Earlier wedding 

celebrations and spending were within the limits imposed by neighbors, cast-fellows or 

community. Whereas, today is the case of whatever one can afford. The extended hands of 

bank loans, wider reach through social media and technology and the glamor of Bollywood 

has also been a huge influence, making Indian weddings and extravagant affair 

(FITZGERALD, 2018). The spending on weddings in India has been so huge as the 

government has decided to pass a bill that would not only regulate the number of guests 

attending the wedding and money spent on them but also charge tax on most expensive 

weddings (News, 2017). Despite demonetization, the extravagant wedding celebrations had 

no full stop in 2017 in India. It again proved to be one of the biggest industries, nourishing 

many industries within, such as decors, jewelry, entertainment, food, hospitality, travel, 

clothing etc. These weddings not only were the talk of the country but also gained a lot of 

popularity in the global media. The nuptials took place in exotic destinations such as Italy, New 

York, Sri Lanka, Austria, Bangkok, and cruise from Barcelona to Cannes (Times, 2017). The 

destination weddings and exotic honeymoon packages are trending like never before in India. 

Beach weddings, Cruise weddings, Royal palace weddings, Temple weddings, Adventure 

weddings are few emerging themes that more and more Indian families and Couples are 

opting for (Tiwari, 2018). 

 

Since the Indian economic liberalization in 1990, its media has gained immense popularity on 

the global front. In the year 2016, the entertainment and media Industry was estimated to be 

$38 Billion. In the last two decades, India has undergone a huge information and technological 

transformation and has emerged as a major Asian technology hub (Hachten & Scotton, 2016) 

pg119. Technology and social media are becoming a prime platform for the wedding industry 

in India, in reaching out to customers to offer products and services for various aspects of the 

weddings. Online communities and individuals have a strong influence on wedding related 

information gathering and purchase decisions. These communities facilitate the great 

opportunity for wedding planners and service providers to engage and build relations with such 

customers who are in need of wedding solutions (Kannan, 2013). In fact, the Internet 

accessibility, and the tech-savvy population has accelerated the replacement of online media 

over any other conventional form of matchmaking. Not only these online portals have extended 

aid in finding life partners, but increasingly becoming a commercial platform for advertisers 

related to wedding needs such as honeymoon planners, weddings planners, decorators, 

venue providers, hotels and so on (Agrawal, 2015). 
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Social Media 

Introduction 

There have been many debates about the definition of the term Social media. However, it can 

broadly be defined as “a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and 

technological foundations of Web 2.0 and allow the creation and exchange of user-generated 

content” (Voorveld, et al., 2018). From a technology perspective, the Social media is much 

more than simply a website. It is rather considered as a software application or web services, 

which can facilitate managing and store of different forms of user-generated content, providing 

users the access at different levels of permission. Messaging and feeds are key features of 

these social sites which alerts the user when new content in relation to their interest or 

connections is being published. Also, APIs are considered to be an important feature that 

allows data exchange with other web services, which further enables individuals or business 

to extend their reach and impact by incorporating comments, data, and information into other 

sites. In a nutshell, this enables the exchange of information in form of text, graphs, image, 

audio, video and so on (Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016) pg34-35. The inherited definition of 

the term is driven by its ability to facilitate an interactive dialogue across various audiences. 

However, it is argued if only social media has the ability to hold a conversation online, wouldn’t 

a social media platform be able to completely engage the intended audiences through an 

interactive dialogue, and not depend on other forms of media (Mahoney & Tang, 2017) pg1. 

This revolution of media has brought many theories and concepts around the use and its 

influence over various aspects of human lives and business. Many researchers have 

explained the use of media as information, transportation, interaction, identification, and 

pastime. Social media has been converted slowly into an integral and ever-growing form of 

media. Today, people actively use and interact with various social media platforms based on 

the substantial characteristics that each offers in relation to Interface, content, and 

functionalities (see appendix 7). A typology around two substantial characters of social media, 

i.e.; nature of connection and level of customization of messages, leads to four categories of 

social media (see appendix 10) (Voorveld, et al., 2018).  

 

The usage of social media has surged significantly year-on-year, with almost half a billion new 

users signing up as of 2016 (See Appendix 11). It is fascinating with the mobile revolution to 

underpin the growth in social media usage as 91% of the user access social media via mobile 

devices. The world’s most dominating social platform Facebook continues to account for 

staggering growth (Kemp, 2017). The findings suggest, more than 90% of customers now do 

extensive research or read online reviews over social platforms before making a purchase. 

The social groups hold more powers than individuals (van Doorn, et al., 2010). Customer 
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communities are more vocal sharing stories, reviews and opinions about big brands without 

being worried about the consequences as social media empowers to channelize such 

communication (LEVY & GVILI, 2015). During “The age of social media” from 2011 to 2014, 

the online social media grew rapidly and now the use of such social platform moved to 

interactivity and content delivery channels where all consumer actions had potential to 

influence. This perhaps is driven by the mainstream acceptance of social media as an 

integrated and likely permanent medium of marketing. Organizations have recognized the 

significance of the social media and its strong integration in the marketing mix. By 2014 the 

social media spending had grown to 7.4% of total marketing budget (Lamberton & Stephen, 

2016). This new form of media recognizes the benefits; Interactivity, Intelligence, 

Individualization, integration, industry restructuring, independence of location in today’s digital 

marketing and communications (Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016) pg37-41. 

 

Redefining Marketing and Businesses 

In the past few decades, the entire human race has witnessed a major transformation. The 

prominence of digital, social media and mobile revolution has paralleled technological 

innovations. Such innovation has highly changed the way consumers look for information, 

behave, share information in social communities and interacts with brands (Lamberton & 

Stephen, 2016). An emerging research in the space of digital, social media, and mobile 

(DSMM) marketing,  focuses on collective behaviour and rise of new business models in the 

form of dedicated social platforms, multichannel and multitasking behaviour that relates to the 

ways and need to integrate “digital” with “traditional” that indisputably create value (Lamberton 

& Stephen, 2016). The term digital marketing as the activities of promoting products or 

services through digital platforms and channels, such as; online social media, email, and the 

internet. Also, it is the detailed gathering and analysis of digital data to capture consumer 

characteristics and behavior to reach out the market in a timely, personal, cost-effective and 

interactive manner. Terms such as ‘Online Marketing, ‘Internet marketing’ or ‘Web marketing’ 

are also often used to define ‘Digital marketing’. On the other hand, Traditional marketing 

could be exemplified with traditional means of promoting a brand, such as; ads in magazines 

or newspaper, cold calling, Radio or TV commercials, paper mail, sales flyers. It is a marketing 

to reach masses than individuals (Lancaster & Massingham, 2017). 

 

In the world of marketing and business communications, it is very essentials than ever that 

managers have a strategic understanding of the traditional and digital tools and how to be able 

to use them in most effective and efficient way (TODOR1, 2016). The framework RACE 

“Reach-Interact-Covert-Engage” suggests, the integration of digital with traditional channels 
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always work best. While Traditional forms could be used best to reach customers, the online 

presence and use of Social media can help interact, convert and engage with customers 

(Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016) pg32. Having a purposeful strategy around such tools can 

facilitate powerful traction amongst key stakeholders and customers. As digitalization has 

emerged as a platform, and organizations are maturing to use such platform for effective 

marketing and customer engagement activities, the use of the platform itself needs to change 

with fast-paced changing environments and customer behavior (Kim, 2016) pg1. Within the 

arena of Strategic Digital Marketing Initiatives, a Social Media initiative will look at how social 

media can support acquisition, conversion, and retention. A broader social media business 

strategy would also include how the products or services could be improved with interactive 

customer engagements and feedback mechanism p181. Amongst various key types of digital 

media channels, social media has been recognized as the most important and effective form 

of digital marketing which triggers and encourage effective customer communication and 

engagement (Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick, 2016) pg33.  

 

As an evidence, LinkedIn is one of the greatest power of social media that recognizes the 

opportunity to increase one’s professional network and expand business (es). The platform is 

highly used for bridging the employer and employee skills and job needs allowing professional 

to connect with prospective employers and visa viz. It conveniently compiles professional 

contacts and facilitates synopsis of individuals’ area of expertise and skills (Tutelman, et al., 

2018). The LinkedIn story illustrates how the platform capitalizes the concept of networking 

into a dedicated purpose of professional networking and is transformed into a massive social 

networking platform (LinkedIn, 2018). However, such social media tools are not the complete 

replacement of traditional methods in the field of job search and recruitment. It is rather an 

add-on to them. The selection of a media is driven by the educational background and 

technology competencies of the target audiences. The success rate of adopting social media 

over traditional forms would not only depend on the selection itself but how well and effectively 

the medium is being used (Joos, 2008).  

 

Customer engagement and relationship and management 

With changing marketing persona, the approach to attract, engage, retain, learn preferences 

and build strong customer relationships, is changing (NIKUNEN, et al., 2017). There can be 

many traditional and modern ways of building customer relationships depending on the target 

audience and the objective that you want to establish through customer engagement 

marketing (Kotler, et al., 2018) pg41. The new edge engagement tools YouTube, Facebook, 

Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, blogs and so on have revolutionized the entire customer 
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relationship management lifecycle. Today brands are directly and interactively engaging with 

customers to drive more personal experience translating in higher customer value and 

satisfaction (NIKUNEN, et al., 2017). The internet and social media in this context have given 

a significant boost to customer engagement marketing. A research explains how an 88 years 

old traditional company is realizing and adapting to reform its talent acquisition, engagement 

and hiring through a blend of traditional and digital tools of marketing. Today’s customers are 

more empowered than ever before, reinforcing marketers to effectively and efficiently design 

their strategy with a rich mix of online, mobile and Social media marketing which facilitates the 

customer engagement, brand conversations and advocacy among customers. Besides 

traditional platforms such as TV or Radio, companies are also posting their advertisements on 

YouTube, Facebook, Google+. They maintain an extensive presence on other social 

platforms, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, and Snapchat. They also make great efforts on 

launching their own blogs and mobile apps. All with the aim of engaging customers on a more 

personal interactive level (Hunsberger, 2017). 

 

Collaborative consumption and the sharing economy 

Attitudes towards consumption have shifted in the past few decades to collaborative 

consumption/sharing economy. The literature in past depicts the consumers are turning away 

from ethical consumption due to economic and institutional reasons (Hamari, et al., 2016). 

Technological and communication developments, increasing consumer awareness, 

collaborative social media, and social commerce/sharing has given birth to collaborative 

consumption, which relates to the peer-to-peer based activity of having, providing and sharing 

the access to goods and services (Huey-Yeh , et al., 2017). The report from Forbes has 

envisioned the estimated revenue through the sharing economy would surpass $3.5 billion, 

with growth exceeding 25% (Geron, 2013). The rapid growth has been accounted for by two 

key factors. First, the technological and social media innovations that have streamlined the 

market entry and faster reach to customers. Second, the supply-side flexibility allowing 

suppliers to add or remove from the available supply of product/service offering (ZERVAS, et 

al., 2017). Consumers so far have highly adopted such a revolution of collaborative 

consumption/sharing economy, through service providers such as Airbnb, Couchsurfing, Uber 

and so on. Through discursive and visual analysis of Couchsurfing and Airbnb in the research, 

has identified the power of such dedicated social platforms and how this has changed the way 

brand can be created and managed by online social communities. This has further given a 

new dimension creating a potential business opportunity that is capitalized on the means of 

innovative social media platforms (Yannopoulou, et al., 2013). In pursuing such innovation, 

the organizations and all stakeholders would need to become much more collaborative than 
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ever before. The collaboration refers to an arrangement where business and all stakeholders 

work hand in hand towards a shared goal. Today, no industry remains unimpacted of such 

change, reinforcing business(es) to align to such changing needs of the market and 

consumers (Alamoudi & Alamoudi, 2016). 
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Chapter 3 – Research Methodology 

Introduction 

Research methodology generally refers to the selection of procedures and techniques used 

for data collection and analysis to formulate research findings and conclusions. This can 

further be narrowed to: 

 The selection of research philosophy and approaches to theory development 

 Formulating the research design; strategy and time horizon.  

 Selection of research tactics; Sampling technique, data collection, and analysis 

 Defining accessibility issues, ethical consideration, and research limitations 

(Saunders, et al., 2016) pg122. 

The research success would largely depend on the selection of the right methodology and its 

overall execution. In this regard, one way to look at the research question is through 

philosophical lenses and the approach of research, alternatively, the selection of 

methodological choices; the quantitative, qualitative or mixed method can help reinterpret their 

associations to philosophy, approaches, and strategy (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg165. The way 

in which the research problem is being stated would lead the selection of the method whether 

to use qualitative and/or quantitative method (Davies & Hughes, 2014) pg8-10. The easy way 

to differentiate one methodological choice from another is to distinguish between numeric data 

(quantitative) and non-numeric data (qualitative). In this way, the selection of either 

methodology would largely define the further selection of research philosophy, approach, 

strategy, data collection and analysis techniques (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg.165. For the 

purpose of this research, the researcher has chosen the ‘Qualitative methodology’. 

 

Research Onion 

In this regard, the “Research Onion” by (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg124, is a great framework 

that researcher has used to depict the underlying choices of research philosophy, approaches, 

strategy, time Horizons, and data collection methods. This serves as a metaphor for outlining 

the layers of the research process (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg105. This diagram has been 

applied to structure and formulate the findings of the research to meet its aim and objectives. 

Following is a snapshot of choices that researcher makes under each layer of the onion.  
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Figure 1 – Research Onion (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg124. 

 

 

Justification note: 

This research aims to explore the Indian wedding industry size, practices, challenges and use 

of social media and its influence. The findings can help generalize the change in industry 

patterns and practices in correlation to the need for a dedicated social platform; if exist? The 

researcher intends to explore such findings through interviewing selected wedding planners 

and service providers of Indian wedding industry to get subjective and meaningful insights, 

than just collecting quantifying numbers around the research question. The researcher is trying 

to understand the subjective meanings that people associate with their learnings and 

experiences coupled with the social and cultural behavioral aspect within the context in which 

people live, which is a significant aspect of qualitative research; that researcher intends to 

imply under overall “methodological choices”. The Selecting a qualitative methodology makes 

more sense, as the method is more interpretive, reflective and experimental in nature, in 

contrast, quantitative is scientific and statistical (Davies & Hughes, 2014) pg8-10.  

 

Research Philosophy – Interpretivism 

The term research philosophy can broadly be described as the development of knowledge 

and the nature of that knowledge in relation to the research” (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg106. 

We notice the philosophical disagreements in the field of business and management research. 

In drawing on these disagreements, it is evident in the coexistence of multiple research 
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philosophies, approaches, paradigms and methodologies (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg126. One 

way is to look at the ‘types of research assumptions; Ontological, epistemological and 

Axiological Assumptions’ to define the research philosophies (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) 

pg106-107. On the other hand, we can look at the overall research process through five major 

philosophies; Positivism, critical realism, interpretivism, postmodernism and pragmatism 

(Saunders, et al., 2016) pg135. The application of the right philosophy is crucial to draw 

meaningful insights that meet the research objectives and help formulate the conclusion. Two 

of the popular approaches in master’s research is Positivism and Interpretivism. The selection 

of any philosophical approach is largely driven by an individual’s (Researcher’s) interpretation 

and framework of observations and understanding which relates to what we see and how we 

see it (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg11. In relation to this research, Axiological assumptions and 

the Interpretivism philosophy has been adopted. 

 

Justification note: 

For the purpose of this research, the Axiological assumptions that emphasize the significance 

of values and ethics within the research process relate more to the subject area. The 

researcher place greater value in personal interactions with selected wedding planners and 

service providers in Indian wedding industry during the process of interviews and data 

collection, rather than having to ask them to respond through online questionnaire like in 

Epistemological assumptions (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg107. On the other hand, the 

qualitative research often relates to an interpretive philosophy. Selecting such an approach 

makes more sense as researcher wants to draw such subjective and socially constructed 

insights about the present and future of wedding industry than just focusing on facts and 

figures; as in the positivism approach. Despite an individual’s sense-making, the human 

actions and behavior are broadly driven by the socio-cultural context and views and 

interpretations are commonly shared and inter-subjective (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg15. Thus, 

relates to the area of study as the researcher seek to find, “Yes or No?”, if building an 

integrated social platform can serve the needs of future wedding planners and get meaningful 

insights in either case. 

 

Research Approach - Inductive 

The selection of a research approach refers to the two contrasting approaches of reasoning; 

deductive or inductive (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg144. This serves as a blueprint, providing 

strong reasoning for the presentation of the findings and conclusion (Creswell & Creswell, 

2018). In the deductive approach is broadly driven by the positivism philosophy where the 

hypothesis is formulated based on the secondary data source and verified or falsified by the 
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data that are collected (Hennink, et al., 2011)pg42. Contrarily, an inductive approach has a 

‘bottom-up’ flavor to theory development. The conclusions and theory development gradually 

progresses through specific observations and learnings to the broader generalization of the 

forming of theories (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg113. For the purpose of this research, the 

researcher has adopted the Inductive approach. 

 

Justification note: 

The researcher has decided to apply the inductive research approach that begins with 

formulating a research question and aims at generating insights through qualitative interviews, 

thereby generalization and formulation of new theory from the data collection and analysis. 

The approach allows the flexibility to adapt to inductive references interview-over-interview, 

i.e. you dig dive deeper into the subject after each interview. Selecting this approach is more 

appropriate as the area is new and innovative and a little is known through secondary sources. 

 

Research Strategy –Grounded Theory/Qualitative 

This relates to the strategic connection of the researcher methodology and the following 

approaches of data collection and analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). There are several 

strategic choices available for research purposes that can broadly be linked with quantitative, 

qualitative or mixed methods. Experiments and surveys are principally linked to a quantitative 

study. The archival and documentary research or a case study involved a mixed method. 

Finally, the ethnography, action research, grounded theory or a narrative inquiry are 

exclusively linked to a qualitative methodology (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg178. For this 

research purpose, the researcher has decided to choose the “Grounded theory”. The theory 

is very much qualitatively driven that emphasizes formulating theory and outcomes from “On 

the ground” evidence; i.e. primary data (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg45.  

 

Justification note: 

The selection of such an approach has an explicit focus on social change (Hennink, et al., 

2011) pg45. The theory is best suited to develop a theoretical framework emerging from social 

interactions and processes that exist in a wide range of context, including business and 

management such as the wedding industry in India. The aim is to discover a new theory 

grounded in the data facilitated from accounts of social actor (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg193, 

which researcher intends to incorporate as he goes through learnings about current wedding 

industry and how the social change that is going to have an impact on forming the future 

prospects.   
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Data Collection 

This relates to methods of collecting facts, figures, opinions, and statistics to be recorded for 

reference and analysis purposes. The methods of data collection can be categorized into two 

main categories Primary and Secondary (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg137-138.  

 

Secondary data 

The literature is typically considered as the secondary source of data that relates to the 

information or a theory that has already been published for a different purpose. It makes sense 

for a researcher to incorporate such data source as it allows to embed the research within the 

wider scientific literature and also helps to identify what is known and how this particular 

research can contribute to the field of study (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg36. For instance, the 

existing literature in relation to this topic finds, the effects of social media in today’s business 

and marketing paradigm. Also, the consumption of social media and the exploitation of its 

ever-decreasing utilities have already been well established in the event industry. However, 

how the Indian wedding industry, continue to use them in the future, is still an open question, 

that researcher intends to find through the explanatory design of this research. Considering 

the less is known about the area of study through secondary data, the primary data plays a 

significant role to help formulate the findings of the research.  

 

Primary data 

The primary data collection incorporates the methods of data collection such as Experiments, 

observations, questionnaires, Interviews and so on (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg52-53. In a 

quantitative methodology, the data is collected in a standard manner such as; a questionnaire 

and the corresponding quantitative analytical technique. In contrast, in the qualitative method, 

the data collection is non-standardised, so that the procedures and questions can be altered 

during the process and emerge in a naturalistic and interactive environment (Saunders, et al., 

2016) pg166-168. For this research purpose, the researcher has selected a mono-method 

qualitative study following a semi-structured interviews technique. The definition of semi-

structured interviews refer to, “a method of data collection in which the interviewer asks about 

set predetermined questions, allowing to alter such questions as appropriate (Saunders & 

Lewis, 2018) pg158. In this way, the researcher and the participants become actively involved 

in the research process. The researcher thus carries out research with people, not on people 

(Hennink, et al., 2011) pg49.  

For this research purpose, interviews were conducted with four selected participants 

(approximately 15 minutes to 20 minutes with each participant). All interviews were recorded 
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for future reference and analysis purposes. An interview prompt sheet having a list of carefully 

selected questions (see appendix 2.1) was used to simulate reflection and exploration of the 

subject. The overall structure of the Interviews looked as follows: 

 

Figure 2 – Interview structure 

 

Justification note: 

The adoption of such semi-structured interview served best for the need of this research as it 

allowed the flexibility to ask, probe, and encourage completeness. Also, it helped learn why 

and how do they think a certain way in relation to the present and future of the Indian wedding 

industry and the use of social media in this relation. The ultimate objective here was to find 

out ‘why?’ than, just collect numbers of simple yes or no answers. The approach is best suited 

for exploratory or explanatory study (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg393, such as this of the 

research.  

 

Sample Size and Technique 

The sampling in relation to research refers to the selection of individuals, groups and/or 

settings to be studied (Nastasi, 2001). In a research study, the sample is also referred to as 

participants, participating in research for sharing their view, stories, knowledge, and 

experiences (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg16-17. Sampling can be divided into two major 

categories; probability and non-probability and their sub-categories (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) 

pg140. The selection of the research sample largely depends on the methodology that is being 

adopted for the research. While quantitative research strives for random sample selection, 

qualitative use purposeful sampling that has the relevance in relation to the research question 

(Nastasi, 2001). A research success in a qualitative method is largely driven by gaining 

physical access to selected samples, building a strong rapport with them and demonstrating 

sensitivity to gain cognitive access to their data (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg168. For the 

purpose of this research, the researcher has selected the following sampling structure: 

 

Interviews
Non-

standardized
One-on-one Face-to-face

Semi 
Structured Explanatory
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Figure 3 – Sampling Structure 

 

Justification note: 

Selecting such samples had great contribution addressing the objectives and research 

question. These samples had the maximum industry exposure and experiences that helped 

constitute the findings and conclusion based on the inputs, learnings, and experiences they 

shared during interviews. The chosen participants are wedding planners and service providers 

in the wedding industry, who have facilitated greater insights into the research question and 

its related aspects. 

 

Data Analysis 

The purpose of qualitative research is to achieve the depth of information by interviewing each 

participant thoroughly for their inputs and experiences on the research topic (Hennink, et al., 

2011) pg17. The data analysis relates to organize the collected data and then break it down 

into easily understood parts, which can then be formulated and presented in a way that allows 

the researcher to answer the research question (WEDC, 2018) pg7-4.  

Unlike a Quantitative method, the data in the Qualitative approach is textual and collected 

through different methods such as observation, focused group or individual interviews 

(Hennink, et al., 2011) pg17. While the quantitative data allows for the ‘thin’ abstraction or 

description, the qualitative data allows for a ‘thick’ abstraction or description. More distinction 

between the two has been captured in the book (Saunders, et al., 2016) pg568-569.  

The researcher has adopted the Inductive (Saunders, et al., 2016)pg570 and grounded theory 

(Saunders, et al., 2016) pg594 framework for the purpose of this research analysis. All 

interviews were recorded, which are later manually transcribed following one of the sample 

transcribing techniques (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg203. the Once this is done, the 

researcher presented the findings under five identified themes and in the end, drawing and 

verification of conclusion in relation to the research objectives and the question were 

accomplished. 

 

Justification note: 

Selection of grounded theory is the best fit as it relates to emergent and a systematic research 

strategy. It avoids the emergence of a theory from an existing data (secondary), and 

Smapling Non-probability Purposive Critical Case
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commences inductively, by developing a theory from the collected data (primary) (Saunders, 

et al., 2016)pg594. Like in this research, to explore the current industry size, practices, 

challenges and use of social media to formulate new theories as emerging from such analysis. 

The interpretive approach of this research recognizes the subjectivity aspects that not only the 

participants of the research but also the researcher brings to it (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg19. 

 

Research Ethics 

The research ethics can be defined as the appropriate behavior of the researcher in relation 

to the rights of those who become a participant or subject of a research process, or who are 

affected by its outcomes. In a research context, this can relate to doing research in a 

responsible manner that meets the requirements of the law, policies, procedures, guidelines, 

and code of conduct (Saunders & Lewis, 2018) pg74. If good report could not be established 

between the researcher and participant or the unethical conduct of the research process 

causes discomfort or harm to participant then, this will affect the overall outcomes of the 

research (Hennink, et al., 2011) pg20. 

The research that is likely to harm participants, lacks informed consent, has an invasion of 

privacy or involves deception is regarded as unacceptable and unethical, which advocates 

that the researcher must take all reasonable precautions in doing a research project (Alan 

Bryman, 2011).  

Be it any stage of; inception, proposal, primary/secondary data collection, data analysis and 

drawing a conclusion and final handoff, the researcher has given adequate attention to ethical 

concerns throughout the process of conducting this research. This dissertation included 

qualitative research, which deals with participants’ personal/professional information. There is 

likely a greater risk of emotional/professional harm or confidentiality/anonymity loss to 

participants because their personal/professional information or data itself constitute the basis 

for analysis. In this light, 

 The researcher had sent “participation email” in advance (see appendix 2.3), to each 

participant along with information sheet and consent form, to provide them adequate 

information about the research project and seek their availability/consent for the same. 

 The researcher had provided adequate information to all participants in advance 

corresponding to the details of the research project, what would happen in research 

and their role during the process, using the “Information sheet for participants” (see 

appendix 2.4).  

 The researcher had ensured informed consent using the “Informed Consent Form” 

(see appendix 2.5) from each participant and under no circumstances, a participant 
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was pushed, pressurized, influenced or persuaded for participation or modulation of 

the information.  

 The participant had all the rights to withdraw partially or completely at any given stage 

of the research process. For instance, one of the participants had withdrawn her 

participation for personal reasons. In such case, her decision was dealt with complete 

respect and acknowledged with grace.  

 Full confidentiality and protection of participant’s data have been maintained and under 

no circumstances, it will be shared or revealed to any institution for personal or 

monetary benefits except DBS. 

 All interviews were conducted in the light of professional behavior ensuring 

participants’ comfort on priority. The communication was made clear, concise and 

researcher had used friendly tone for building a good rapport with participants. 

 The researcher has used the secondary data source in light of meeting all ethical 

referencing guidelines of the Harvard referencing. 

 During the data analysis and Interpretation, the researcher has ensured the 

authenticity and accuracy of the data. The researcher has avoided misrepresentation 

of the information collected.  

 Being an academic research all academic guidelines, research guidelines, dealing and 

communicating with supervisor has been taken into account with severity and dealt 

professionally. 

 

Research Limitations 

While doing this research, the researcher had few roadblocks and hurdles that limit the 

completeness of the research. 

 First, the literature or call it secondary data in relation to the Indian wedding industry 

and social media was scant. Owing to the lack of literature in relation to Indian wedding 

industry, the researcher has attempted to contextualize the background and 

significance of Indian weddings with its cultural and religious aspects and the amount 

of money and time that is spent on them. The researcher further outlines the emerging 

role of wedding planners and influential trends of technology and social media that 

frames the future of the Industry. In lack of academic sources, other reputed news 

portals, reports and websites have been used. 

 Some of the barriers could arise from the privacy and confidentiality concerns of the 

participants which could either reverse their participation or limit answering questions 

with accuracy and completeness. To this regard, the researcher had ensured that 
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participants are on-boarded with informed consent and complete transparency 

following the research ethical guidelines.  

 Indian wedding industry varies based on geographic, cultural, and social background, 

subsequently, there exist the limitation as interviewing a few selected samples could 

not cover the entire industry as a single entity. The researcher has nevertheless, 

attempted to carefully select samples representing the majority of the industry insights 

and formulation of future prospects. 

 Time constraint has also been one of the major limitations as in such short span the 

researcher had to plan to execute and conclude the entire subject, which is as big as 

Indian wedding Industry. Also, delays, cancellations or rescheduling of Interview 

sessions have had a major impact on the overall plan and outcome of the Research 

project. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Interpretation 

Findings 

The prime objective of this chapter is to address the research question “Is it of interest to build 

a dedicated social media platform for the needs of wedding planners in India?” The findings 

in this regard are discussed and presented in-line with the main objectives of the research: 

 To have a critical understanding of the wedding industry and social media and its 

varied concepts. 

 To explore the current Indian wedding industry; economic contribution, size, 

challenges and use of social media in this relation. 

 To assess if there is a need for a dedicated social platform for the needs of wedding 

planners in India. 

These objectives further set the benchmark to identify and measure the effectiveness of 

findings in relation to secondary data source and conclusion of the research. This is done by 

demonstrating and discussing findings obtained through qualitative interviews correlating 

them with secondary data and define if the objectives were met. 

 

Mono method qualitative study: semi-structured interviews 

The discussions in this section will be presented that brings out the key findings interspersed 

with a series of themes which were identified during the qualitative data collected through 

semi-structured interviews. The themes are linked back to the list of questions asked of each 

participant during the interview process. Following themes have been identified and used to 

discuss the findings: 

 Growth, size and economic contribution of the Indian wedding industry  

 Current and future trends of the industry 

 Current Industry challenges 

 Social Media and Indian wedding Industry 

o Current use of social media and its influence 

o Redefining marketing and communication 

 Research question: Need for a dedicated social platform for wedding planners in India 

 

Participant’s profile 

As part of the data collection for this research, a total of six wedding planners in India was 

interviewed. All participants had great industry exposure and experience which allowed the 
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researcher to explore the depth of intricacies involved in the subject. Following is the list of 

samples and their profiles: 

Participant ID Name email 

RP1  Reema Nagar nagarreema@gmail.com 

RP2 Saloni Maheshwari salonikhatod@gmail.com 

RP3 Chirag Dawar chirag.dawar@gmail.com 

RP4  Surbhi Khtod dastoorgarden@gmail.com 

RP5 Gagan Gupta gagan.gupta@talkconcepts.in 

 

Table 1 – Participant’s profile 

*Note: RP stands for ‘Research Participant’ 

 

Themes and findings: 

Growth, size and economic contribution of the Indian wedding industry 

It has been well-established during a discussion with participants that the Indian weddings 

have a great significance in Indian society, thus, the impact on Indian economy. According to 

RP5, “wedding in India is culturally and traditionally a very important part of one’s life. So it 

always had a big impact. And as such it’s become a huge economic event as well.”  

The wedding industry in India is huge encompassing many sub-industries, and together it has 

a phenomenal contribution to India’s economy. According to RP2, “the Indian wedding industry 

is very important to the Indian economy. It contributes around 30 to 40 % of the total economy. 

It involves many sectors like; catering, clothes, entertainment, décor, hospitality, venue etc”. 

All these sectors clubbed together effects the economy to a great extent. RP4 confirms, that 

“the Indian wedding industry comprises of various sub-industries and together, it contributes 

to around 10 to 12 million dollars in a year to the Indian economy”. More or less there are 

many professions or industries directly or indirectly associated with the Indian wedding 

industry. According to RP3 “There are many resources or people like; catering, DJ, artists, 

entertainers, light and sound designers, jewelry designers, make-up artists, clothes designers 

etc. are involved in this business”. In this way, the wedding industry in India plays a vital role 

in the Indian economy. The increased spending over marriages in the past few years has 

resulted in a high economic contribution to the Indian economy. RP1 mentions, “people are 

really spending a lot on the wedding these days and there is no specific budget constraint. 

Parents are investing most of their saving into their kids’ weddings”. The increased spending 

on weddings also relates to its image; the weddings in India are considered a big family affair. 

There are many people like friends and relatives invited to a wedding, so as their spending 
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contribution in marriage through traveling, giving away gifts etc. RP3 emphasizes “In India, a 

wedding is considered a very big family affair. It is not a small thing! You invite many people 

and they spend a lot of money on traveling, giving gifts etc. Overall, people do spend lots and 

lots of money. Like corers and corers of money are being spent in a wedding these days”.  

 

It is hard to quantify or put a figure around the industry worth or the revenue it generates in 

India. The size of the industry could be gauged with the number of weddings that takes place 

in a year. Respondent RP2 says, “I don’t know what the size of the industry is, but 

approximately there are 10 to 12 million weddings that happen in a year in India”. People have 

got varied spending capacities that makes finding the industry worth more difficult. According 

to RP1, “The size; I think no one in the world can tell you the size of this industry. People have 

got many large and small scale capacity to spend on weddings”.  

 

Almost all the respondents have indicated, the key factor; overlapping sub-industries, 

accounts for the inability to justify the size of the Indian wedding industry. However, a unique 

character about the inability to quantify the industry size has been observed; the involvement 

of a lot of black money or cash transactions that takes place at weddings in India. The Industry 

is found to be fragmented and highly regulated. The reason why it is difficult to keep note of 

all transactions that happen in the Industry. According to RP5, “in layman term, it’s a huge 

industry. I cannot really put a number to it, two things because, it’s very fragmented and it’s 

not highly regulated as such. There are a lot of transactions they are cash only. There are 

both small and large vendors. You cannot keep an account of everything and anything. So it’s 

difficult to calculate the exact size. But on the whole, it’s quite significant is what I would say.” 

RP4 added, “It’s actually very difficult to predict the size of the industry because it’s mostly a 

black money spending which is involved in the industry. According to her, weddings are a 

great platform for one to highlight his/her wealth status in the society and has been identified 

as a prime niche to spend all their black earnings. In fact, sometimes people would spend 

beyond their capacity, just to make a sound presence or boast their wealth and status in the 

society”. Likewise, RP3 confirms, “there is lots of black money included in the wedding 

business in India. Also, people mostly deal in cash. Thus, there is no particular figure which 

can be claimed in relation to the size of the industry”. 

 

Current and future trends of the industry 

It has been observed, the modernization of Indian weddings is taking a leap. People do not 

want to leave any chance of making their weddings a spectacular, extravagant affair. However, 

marriage rituals and traditions still hold a strong grip in Indian weddings. These rituals and 
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traditions aren’t fading away, rather people are reinventing, experimenting and adding more 

glamor to it to take them to the next level. RP3 highlighted, “Today, people do not want to 

leave any chance of enjoying, boozing, dancing and celebrating the occasion. They want to 

live the life. But, you cannot say that traditions are getting away. People are still following the 

rituals. People do have all the ceremonies which are associated with Indian weddings. People 

do keep ‘mehndi ceremony’, ‘sangeet ceremony’, ‘feras (taking seven circles and marriage 

vows)’, but in the glamorized form”. Moreover, it is observed during interviews that the 

celebration of such rituals or wedding events is also expanding. People are looking for unique 

themes to host each of these ceremonies. According to RP2, theme-based celebrations for 

each of the wedding event or ritual, are the significant trend of the current wedding industry in 

India. “Flower décor like; tulips and orchid, golden and black, Bollywood or Tollywood theme 

for sangeet, are the few trending themes of the current time”. While organizing these 

ceremonies serve the needs of wedding rituals and traditions, they have been modernized to 

make them unique, personalized and a memorable experience. Various artists are being hired 

not only within the country but globally to come and perform in weddings in current time. Like 

RP3 mentions; “lots of professional singers and musicians are hired to perform in weddings. 

Also, Russian or African artists are hired to do their unique performances”.  

Generation change is found to have a remarkable contribution in this changing face of 

weddings in India. According to RP5, “People are just coming up with a creative idea, but the 

traditions are still there. Various events that happen at the wedding, still happen. But (the way 

it’s conducted, they want to do something different within that. So tradition is still there is what 

I would say, but in how people are approaching that has kind of changed a bit, but that always 

happens as generation changes”.  

 

Destination weddings are trending like never before. It has almost emerged as a strong 

diversification of the wedding industry itself. Not only in the current time, but this niche would 

continue to grow in the future as more and more people are looking to host weddings in known 

destinations. RP4 highlighted, “Currently people want a designated destination, where they 

have accommodation, a garden, banquet halls, everything under one roof. And if you provide 

them with the facilities like a gate, stage, decoration, and catering, then it gives you an add-

on advantage against your competitors. This trend of destination weddings would continue in 

future, for its guarantee to offer more enjoyment, more choices, and venues to host various 

rituals and ceremonies of the wedding”. On the other hand, RP2 emphasizes the 

personalization aspect of such destination wedding trends, making them a close family affair. 

She also indicates a few popular locations like; “Mahabaleshwar, Lonavala, and ramoji film 

city in Hyderabad, etc. are becoming the first choice of customers in India to host destination 

weddings”. Apart from destination weddings, ‘pre-wedding shoots’ are also in trend. According 
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to RP3, “people are hiring professional services like photographers/videographers, make-up 

artists, dress designers to get these shoots done at exotic locations”. 

 

Overall, it is observed that people are very much open to exploring new ideas and experiment 

when it comes to planning their big day. Anything which is new, unique, creative and add-on 

to their personal experiences, is the current trend of the Indian wedding industry and would 

remain so in the future. As per RP3, “people are ready to explore any new or a creative idea 

for their weddings, now and in the future. They have been constantly demanding new concepts 

and ideas”. As a result, the choices in the future will increase. “People would seek for more 

and more options in each segment, be it; catering, food, cuisines, décor etc.”, RP2 added. A 

significant finding to take into account is; ‘trends are customer-centric’. To RP1, “my client’s 

requirements become the trend for me as well as for them. Their specific requirements are the 

trends of the present and future of the Indian wedding industry”. She also reinforces the 

personalization aspect of wedding planning and execution. According to her, getting involved 

more with the client is an integral part of this business now and in the future”. 

 

Current Industry Challenges: 

Vendor management has emerged as one of the major challenges that wedding planners are 

facing in recent time. According to RP2, “there are many vendors and resources involved while 

doing a wedding, and we need to make sure that all our vendors are working perfectly and 

they are well coordinated with one another”. As per RP4, “Finding vendors, managing them 

and ensuring their services are in-line with our business standards or customer commitments 

is really challenging these days”. With the rise in trends such as; destination wedding, the 

vendor management, and resourcing complexities have also increased. According to RP1, “I 

am based in Mumbai, and organizing a wedding in the city is no big challenge as I know 

everything about the city, its resources, vendors, and service providers etc. However, it 

becomes very challenging and difficult when I have to search and manage all of these things 

in other cities while doing destination weddings”. RP5 added, “we get a lot of people together, 

different vendors together, so currently the industry is also fragmented a bit. Sometimes when 

these people come up with new ideas or they want to do something in a different location, it 

kind of becomes a challenge, to get all these vendors and all these services to get at that 

moment or within that budget.” 

 

The competition in the wedding business in India is very high. Especially with the staggering 

effects of technology and social media customers are more informed and educated and have 

access to more information and choices. This further raises many challenges for the industry. 
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For instance, according to RP2, in such a competitive environment connecting with customers 

and be able to offer them a competitive price and value is also one of the challenges that 

weddings planners are facing these days. To RP5, the challenges are basically because of 

the trending social media. What’s happening is people are more informed about the various 

things that can go to a wedding. They know how different ideas can be implemented. So when 

they come up to us they already have a plan in mind. We are not planning their wedding from 

scratch. They have a plan in mind and we are now pushed further to deliver on that.” RP4 

added that satisfying customer these days is a big challenge. “People want something new. 

They want to do exclusive weddings at minimal costs”. Not only doing exclusive weddings in 

low budget but ensuring that the payments are settled in time are of equal concern to wedding 

planners these days. It is observed that people have a very late back attitude when it comes 

to making payments. As RP3 mentions, “people don’t give you money very easily. You have 

to be very adamant and you have to do multiple follow-ups to settle your books. This has been 

one challenge that every event manager is facing these days”.  

These days, people are more social media or technology dependent to look for solutions to 

their wedding needs. In this way, it has been a challenge for wedding planners to constantly 

upload the pictures or videos of their work on social platforms and be actively engaged with 

customers. According to RP3, “people do ask for my stories, people do ask for the work which 

I have done in the past. So, it’s like a challenge for me and my team to keep an eye on our 

each and every work as well as that of our competitors. We have to constantly take photos 

and videos to upload on social platforms to show it to our clients”. 

 

Despite increasing use of social platforms, and its business benefits, it is also observed, that 

platform is raising issues and concerns such as; copyright and theft of wedding ideas. 

Uploading picture and videos provides an edge to attract and engage with customers, in 

contrast, this brings in a concern of getting ideas and concepts to be stolen and copied by 

other wedding planners. RP3 mentions, “I am actively using Facebook, snapchat, and 

Instagram to expand my business reach and get more customers through these platforms, 

however, it has the downside. When I come up with a new idea, it is very easy to copy that 

because people do see the pictures, people do see the videos. So there is a copyright issue”.  

One of the interview questions asked participants if they had any challenge in relation to 

customer acquisition. A noteworthy learning during interaction with RP1 was; “Acquiring 

customers or getting business is only a challenge at the initial stage of a wedding planning 

career. But eventually, your network would increase and you get more business once you start 

doing it”. She further emphasizes; “delivering quality work with your hundred percent is the 

key to success in the wedding business”.  
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Social Media and Indian wedding Industry 

Current use of social media and its influence 

It is noticeable; the role of social media and technology is prominent in today’s wedding 

business in India. During the discussion with participants, it was found that customers are 

constantly taking a leap in consumption and usage of these social platforms to look for 

solutions to their wedding needs. Thereby, reinforcing event organizers or wedding planners 

to evolve with the changing needs of the customers. According to RP1, “today every update 

of a wedding can be seen online on social platforms”. Thus it makes sense to connect with 

more people, showcase your work and get noticed. Social media’s faster and easy reach to a 

greater audience has a potential influence on the overall wedding business in India and 

abroad. It has emerged as a single pool of access to any information related to weddings in 

India. RP2 highlighted that, in today’s age of social media, the platform has helped to acquire 

customers not only in the city but other cities like Bombay, Delhi, Bangalore, and Hyderabad. 

According to RP4, “social media has become very easy for wedding planners to showcase 

their work and promote their business not only in India but abroad, It is very easy for customers 

to navigate through various options at one platform, compare them, shortlist and then visit 

them in person”. These platforms have become great drivers of defining the trends of the 

industry, now and in future.  RP2 mentions, “Through social media, we get to know about more 

choices, rates and the latest trends as to what’s going on in other parts of the country or in the 

world”.  

It is observed that Facebook and Instagram are the most used platforms for wedding planners 

in India. Whereas, LinkedIn is mostly used for professional networking or resourcing purposes. 

Few others platforms such as; snapchat, what’s app or other online platforms are also being 

used by weddings planners in India. RP1 is using, Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest for her 

business purposes. She is also using LinkedIn, but only for hiring vendors or event personnel. 

Likewise, RP2, has a major presence on Facebook and Instagram, as she gets the majority 

of her business queries through these platforms. She only uses LinkedIn to find vendors and 

service providers. RP4 also stresses using Facebook and Instagram for her business needs 

as it allows the maximum uploading of pictures and videos, thus, attracting more and more 

customers. She says, “We don’t have any fixed theme for decor, we offer different themes to 

our customers. So, whenever we have a new theme we click pictures and upload them on 

Facebook and we get maximum customers by just looking at the pictures”. RP5 also 

mentioned, “We use LinkedIn, LinkedIn might be to connect with other professionals and 

vendors, but as a client query, it happens a lot on Facebook and Instagram, because that’s 

where they are majorly present. To the usage patterns, RP3 distinctly adds the extensive use 

of Snapchat, besides Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn. 
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Redefining marketing and communication 

The findings suggest social media has strongly emerged as a strong means of advertising and 

marketing to connect, engage and retain customers. However, both; traditional and digital 

channels are playing a significant role in getting business leads for wedding planners in India. 

Most respondents mentioned; they get customers through both forms of media; traditional and 

Digital. RP4 says, “Customers are contacting us through, phone, Facebook, Instagram, 

Messenger. They are also searching for our information on google or in online phone 

directories like ‘just dial’”. According to RP2, mouth publicity (traditional) and social media 

(digital) both are key channels for our business to get leads. She says, “50% of our customers 

come from social media”. On the other hand for RP1, the traditional forms such as, “mouth 

publicity are one big source of getting new customers”. However, she confirms, “the significant 

role of social media in today’s wedding business to connect and acquire new customers”.  

Similarly, RP5 said, “we are a family run business, so we have a bit of history and we have 

good clientele base. So we get a lot of references and recommendation form that base itself. 

And most of them is word of mouth. So yes there is a good chunk of traditional communication 

still happening, but yes I can see the need to also be present in these online channels. 

Because people are also well versed with those channels, and there are some good leads 

coming from the channels like FB or LinkedIn as well”. In this way, the social platforms are 

found to play a key role in multiplying the channels and increasing social network, which can 

further be capitalized to get more customers through digital-word-of-mouth. According to RP3, 

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and snapchat are key facilitators to 

advertise or market one’s business in the wedding industry. However, the traditional ways still 

exist and people do contact through phone or other traditional ways”. 

Not only having a presence on these social platforms is an important aspect of today’s 

wedding business in India, but actively engage with its content, users, trends and stay ahead 

of the competition, having better reviews, likes and ratings are what weddings planners are 

striving for. According to RP3, “Weddings in India is a big and important event of a lifetime, 

and people would not want to take any risk. They mostly rely on what they see. In this way, 

more you keep updating on social platforms more you are visible in customers’ eyes”. Also, 

according to RP4, “It is very essential for us and a matter of pride as a trustworthy rating site, 

“The best rated”, has rated our wedding property amongst the top three gardens of the city. 

This helps in to get us more business”. Thus, the social platforms have great potential in 

shaping customers’ behavior and the choices they make to plan their weddings. The wider 

reach of the social media and ever-growing customer base makes it the first choice of wedding 

planners today to showcase and market their work. As per RP2; “I think social media is working 
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a lot. Because if I want to showcase my work, I can simply upload pictures or share details on 

Facebook and Instagram, and many customers will see it, and if they like they can contact 

me”. 

It is interesting to note; only uploading exciting pictures or videos would not suffice to generate 

business or attracting customers, the authenticity of the content and ability to deliver quality 

services will be the key success factors to sustain longer in the industry. RP1 mentions, “When 

I am uploading pictures or my customers are uploading pictures of my work, and only if I can 

deliver them with good quality which is appreciated and liked by my customers, I am would 

get more customers”. 

 

Research question: Is there a need for a dedicated social platform for wedding 

planners in India 

One of the interview questions asked participants if they had personally used any of the 

dedicated social platforms such as LinkedIn or Airbnb before. The responses were unanimous. 

Most wedding planners confirmed to have known such platform and their purpose, however 

not all of them have used them. It is only RP5 had identified that “LinkedIn is a good dedicated 

place to network with other, professionals. So we use that. And Airbnb, yes! that’s a great app 

when you travel because it has a dedicated community of people with dedicated motivation, 

so I can easily, find what I want over there”  

On the other hand, RP4 mentioned, “I use LinkedIn for hiring a vendor or getting wedding 

related help. I know about Airbnb but have never used it. RP2 indicated the same usage 

pattern. In contrast, RP3 has been found to use LinkedIn and Airbnb, but not for wedding 

business purpose. He mentions, “I have an account on LinkedIn, but I use it for more of a 

business purpose to get in touch with my corporate clients, and not for wedding clients. Also 

when you talk about Airbnb. I do have Airbnb app, but I use it whenever I travel around; to 

look for the hotels, for the properties, for the food etc”. He recognizes the significant 

contribution of such application in the travel domain. RP1 stated, “I am using them. I have an 

account on LinkedIn and majorly when I travel I use Airbnb. RP1’s inputs deviate from other 

respondents as she mentions that “such a dedicated platform would be a great help in getting 

a new customer, but for vendors, I don’t think this would help”. 

 

The need for a dedicated social platform in relation to the wedding Industry in India was well 

established by participants during interview sessions. Although the existing traditional 

practices and use of existing social platforms have been well serving the needs of wedding 

planners in India, building a dedicated platform would be an added advantage not only for 

weddings planners as well as customers. During the discussion, RP1 mentioned, “the existing 
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media is helping me a lot. However, if there is something specific like a ‘dedicated social 

platform’, then, of course, it’s going to help me a lot”. A dedicated social platform would board 

everyone; the customers as well as wedding planners and service providers on a single 

platform. Subsequently, the industry will have benefits such as a single pool of information, 

wider reach to solutions and trends, increased choices with the ability to compare, effective 

collaboration and improved decision making. RP5 Highlighted, a dedicated platform would 

definitely help, because we are already using a multitude of platforms. As I said, it’s a very 

fragmented industry, so a lot of time and effort is lost, managing, all these different 

communication channels, and all these vendors. So if we have a dedicated platform where all 

of these can come together, then it becomes a lot easier.” RP3 added, “There has to be a 

social platform which is dedicated to all event managers, wedding planners, artists, and 

customers. In this way, customers would not need to look for ten options at ten different places. 

Rather they can go to that social platform, and book wedding planners or artists directly. The 

software engineers should build a platform which is dedicatedly for the wedding industry, and 

the people associated with it”.  

Such a dedicated platform can be a great help in finding and managing vendors and other 

wedding related resources. For instance, RP5 said, “Because a lot of these destination 

weddings happens, where the biggest challenge is to find a local vendor to put these events 

together. Logistically getting caterers from totally somewhere else, or a flower decorator from 

somewhere else might not be feasible. So in that sense, if we have a platform which gets this 

business and people together it might be really easy. Because they will also advertise 

themselves, then it will be easy for us to approach them. According to RP2, “a dedicated social 

platform would be very helpful for us because on that platform we would be able to get 

dedicated clients, we would get to know different vendors like caterers, decorators, designers, 

stage designers”. RP4 added, “A dedicated platform would help both. The event service 

providers as well as the customers. Everyone could have a list of different vendors and service 

providers at once place so that it’s easy to choose which vendor is providing a better facility 

at the minimum cost. There will be one place to look for choreographers, caterers, hospitality 

partners, event decorator, etc”. 

When asked specifically; “if customers would use such a dedicated social platform?”, all the 

respondents had the similar opinion; “Yes customers would definitely use it”. RP4 highlights, 

“people are advancing with technology, and if they get a dedicated social platform where they 

can satisfy all their needs they would go for it”. According to RP2, customers would be more 

informed about current and future trends of the industry and the choices would increase. “If a 

guy has to look for solutions to his wedding needs, he can just connect to that dedicated 

platform instead of searching through multiple sites”. In addition, RP3 says, “Of-course the 

customer will use such dedicated social platform. These days everyone is very technology-
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friendly and owns an Android or an iOS phone. They wanted everything on a touch. In this 

light, they can use such a platform or app anytime, anywhere and boa ok a singer, anchor, 

event manager, Light and sound provider, etc. They can do it on a click. So it’s going to be 

very much feasible for everyone”. RP5 distinctively added, functionally I would say, yes! There 

is a need. Customers will use such a dedicated platform. However, how well we integrate the 

existing process, or how user-friendly is such a platform, will drive the traction and 

consumption of such network.” 
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Conclusion 
Learnings suggest, revolutions of technological enhancements and social media put together, 

has changed the way consumers interact with products and services and so as the 

businesses. Today, organizations belong to so-called collaborative consumption movement. 

The impact has been so strong that it has given birth to many dedicated social platforms for 

the ease of connecting, communicate and socialize in the virtual world for the focused interest, 

purpose and intention of the individuals. The use of such platforms fosters a new lifestyle, 

which not only triggers collaborative consumption but also allows consumers to exchange 

products, services or skills. Moreover, the co-creation of value becomes central. Today’s 

customers are more empowered than ever before, reinforcing marketers to effectively and 

efficiently design their strategy with a rich mix of online, mobile and social media marketing 

which facilitates the customer engagement, brand conversations and advocacy among 

customers. The change can be widely noticed in relation to the Indian wedding industry and 

thus focus of the research explored the adoption and the rate at which the social media has, 

is or will be influencing the overall industry.  

With this research, the researcher sought to dig dive through various aspects of the current 

wedding industry and with such influential effects of social media, find; if there exists a need 

of a dedicated social platform for the weddings planners in India. The research is explanatory 

in nature and the conclusion is established in relation to learnings from academic researches 

and insights facilitated by wedding planners during primary data collection. The findings, in 

either case, are referred back to the objectives of the research: 

 

To have a critical understanding of the wedding industry and social 

media and its varied concepts 

Wedding Industry 

The research found that event management is a vast domain that has been long researched 

by scholars, however, there seen a little agreement on its definitions, categories, and types 

that exist within this industry. Events trigger a great contribution to the economic well-being of 

a country through generating employment, increased travel, and tourism, encourage 

international business and collaboration, new business opportunities, thus, overall financial 

gain and global benefits. Enjoyment, celebration and be sociable has been identified the few 

reasons; ‘why people attend events?’ In this way, events can be categorized based on the 

purpose; leisure, cultural, organizational or personal. Weddings are part of personal events 

and are celebratory or ceremonial in nature. A wedding would enable social gathering; friends, 

family, and relatives traveling from various places to enjoy and celebrate. In the past few years, 
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the industry has grown substantially worldwide. The globalization and increasing migration 

patterns have given rise to new evolving cultures and traditions. Unlike most historic weddings, 

today the religious, traditional or cultural reasons for staging weddings have perhaps become 

less important, but we still see them in reinvented modern forms. Not only the form of 

celebrating these weddings have changed, but the institution of having a marriage that offers 

a social and legal legitimacy to a sexual relationship has been diluting. The marriage in the 

modern world has become a lifestyle choice. Despite dipping social need, the glamorized big 

fat weddings are prominent in recent time. The weddings today, are a more personal affair. 

The Larger than life, colorful, unique, and exciting visuals have a much larger impact creating 

spectacle experiences, and is a significant part of the industry today. Couples are more vocal 

in portraying their personal stories, identities, and lifestyle through their marriage, keeping in 

the right balance of traditions and rituals. With recent large-scale wedding celebrations and 

increasing complexities, the weddings today often require professional wedding planners with 

adequate technological and professional skills. A little has been studied in relation to the 

identifying skills, scope and role of wedding planners, nevertheless, the ‘marketing abilities”, 

“self-management”, “professional competence” and “teamwork abilities” are few identified 

ones. Wedding planning has emerged as an ever-growing niche and has been identified as 

an indispensable service industry in the future. The industry is highly impacted by the 

increasing effects of technology and social media. Some of the impacts can be notices as 

couples today, scroll through the feeds and contents on social media platform to look for ideas, 

inspirations, and solutions to their wedding needs. As a result, the DIY (do-it-yourself) 

marriages have been gaining a lot of popularity among the youth of today’s time. There also, 

seen an application of various project management tools and techniques to evaluate vendors, 

consider and assess price, vendor expertise and expected execution time. Also, the rise in 

web-based decision support system, to navigate through various online information, content, 

options, and ideas to plan a wedding. The revolution of social media and its lucrative features; 

Instant global communication, marketing to target communities online, easy and cheap 

publication, sharing event experiences at an enormous scale, real-time collaboration among 

users, discussions for co-creation of event experiences anywhere and at any time, connecting 

to other with similar interests through social networking or community building, has the ability 

to transform entire event and industries within. 

 

Social Media 

The ever-growing effects of technology and social media, in particular, has been well 

established by scholars. This revolution in social organization and culture is driving change in 

the way people connect, interact, and communicate in today’s society. The definition of the 
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term and its varied concepts have been long debated, nevertheless, most definition recognizes 

this as a group of internet-based application that is built on the technological foundations of 

web 2.0 and facilitates the creation and exchange of user-generated content in the form of 

text, image, audio, and video. The platform has the ability to enable an interactive dialogue 

across various audiences, however, it is argued if there still exists the need for other media to 

facilitate such interactive communication? This form of media has brought many concepts and 

theories around the use and its influence over human lives and business today. There exist 

many social media tools and platforms each with unique features, functionalities, characters, 

content and the purpose. For instance, Facebook and Instagram; a social network, Pinterest; 

a “catalog of ideas” or photo-sharing website, GoogleC; an interest-based social network, 

YouTube; video sharing and LinkedIn; used dedicatedly for professional networking etc. The 

use of such platforms has increased substantially in past few years. Underpinned, internet-

based technological enhancements and use of smartphones has fuelled the consumption and 

has been constantly taking a leap. Amongst various social platforms, Facebook and 

Facebook-owned apps; Instagram, WhatsApp, and messenger, account to have the largest 

market share. The social media has channelized better communication and collaboration 

among customers to share stories, reviews, opinions, and brand experience. Subsequently, 

reinforcing marketers to integrate digital with traditional that indisputably create value. In 

today’s business communication it is very essential for a manager to have a distinct 

understanding of such traditional and digital tools and be able to use them in the most efficient 

way. Within the arena of strategic digital marketing initiatives, a social media initiative will look 

at how social media can support acquisition, conversion, and retention. A broader social media 

business strategy would also include how the products or services could be improved with 

interactive customer engagements and feedback mechanism. The collaborative social media 

has given birth to collaborative consumption or sharing economy like Airbnb, uber and so on. 

This has further given rise to new business opportunities that are capitalized on the means of 

an innovative social media platform. With changing marketing persona, there seen a distinct 

shift in the way brands and marketers attract, engage, retain, learn preferences and build 

strong customer relationships. Today marketers are constantly, directly and actively involved 

with customers to drive more personal experience translating in higher customer value and 

satisfaction. 
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To explore the current Indian wedding industry; economic 

contribution, size, challenges and use of social media in this relation 

The findings trough primary research are unanimous and are in-line to the academic records. 

The Weddings in Indian culture and traditions found to have a remarkable presence. It is the 

most important event in a lifetime, eventually, a great contribution to the economy as people 

spend a lot of money into weddings. The Indian wedding industry is found to have a great 

contribution to India’s economy and has been constantly growing. It encompasses many sub-

industries and professions and collectively their contribution to the economic well-being of the 

country. While, exploring the net worth or the size of the industry, participants emphasized, 

there are many guests invited and so as their spending contribution making weddings a big 

expensive affair. Also, the varied spending capacities and overlapping market sectors or sub-

industries result in an inability to quantifying the industry’s net worth. While these findings 

relate well with academics, few exceptional findings which further helps rethink through this 

aspects are, the industry is very fragmented and least regulated. There are both large and 

small size vendors. Also, the involvement of black money and the cash transactions that take 

place in the backend go uncountable. It is very difficult to keep track of everything and 

anything. Nevertheless, size could be gauged with a population of India and the number of 

weddings that take place in a year. 

According to the literature and discussion with participants, it is found that the modernization 

of marriage in India is taking a leap. People are open to explore and try new ideas, and 

concepts to make their marriage an extravagant memorable experience. Theme-based 

celebrations, hiring professionals and artists are gaining a lot of popularity. While this 

modernization of weddings is happening in India, the rituals and traditional ceremonies have 

not been forgotten. People are still following all Indian wedding rituals and traditions, such as 

‘mehndi ceremony’, ‘sangeet ceremony’, ‘feras (taking seven circles and marriage vows)’, but 

in the glamorized form. Moreover, the expansion of such rituals around three or more days 

has been observed. Alongside, the destination weddings are in trend. People are looking 

forward to hosting marriages at various exotic locations where they get everything for their 

weddings under one roof, making their wedding a more personal and close family affair. This 

trend of destination weddings has emerged as a strong diversification of the wedding industry 

itself and is an ever-growing niche in the future. A noteworthy finding which deviates from the 

learnings obtained through secondary source is; ‘the trends in the industry are customer 

centric’, anything that customer envision and need to make their wedding unique and a 

memorable experience is the trend of present and future. With such ever-growing demand; 
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generating new and innovative ideas, and be able to execute them well will be the key to 

success.  

While exploring the current industry challenges participants highlighted, a wedding involves 

many resources and vendors and ensuring their smooth integration, coordination and 

management is one of the biggest challenges, the industry is facing in recent time. However, 

it is noticeable to learn through participants that social media platforms have been a great help 

in bridging this gap. Many participants indicated to use LinkedIn for finding and sourcing 

vendors. In addition, while asked to participants about the research question, it was fascinating 

to know, that they believe these vendor and resource management related issues can be well-

addressed by a dedicated social media platform for wedding industry in India.  

 

Needless to say, the impact of social media is visible enormously in relation to Indian wedding 

Industry. There is no denying, in either data source; primary or secondary, the customers are 

taking a considerable leap in consumption and usage of these social platforms to look for 

solutions to their wedding needs. Likewise, the platforms have become a prime media for 

wedding planners to showcase their work and engage with customers. It was found during a 

discussion with participants, the use of these social platforms and especially Facebook and 

Instagram is soaring in the wedding business. When wedding planners upload pictures and 

videos of their work on social platforms, they are more likely to get noticed and get business 

leads. In another word, these platforms have been a great facilitator for bridging the gap of 

communication, interaction, and collaboration between customers and wedding planners in 

India. In contrast, these social platforms have been raising many concerns and challenges for 

the industry. Like, the participants indicated the theft of ideas and copyright issues. Also, the 

customers of this social media generation are more educated and well-informed. The access 

to more information and choices available through these social platforms have resulted in 

increased competition, reinforcing wedding planners to offer competitive price and value. On 

top of that, they have to constantly be uploading and updating content to engage with its 

audience and customers.  

Another point worth noticing is, the prominence of traditional channels blended with new 

digital/social channels to connect, interact, engage and learn through customer preferences, 

has been well-recognized during interactions with participants. Although the traditional 

channels are found to hold a strong grip, the emerging social media nonetheless is reinforcing 

wedding planners to reinvent marketing practices to stay connected with social media savvy 

customers. It is equally noteworthy that, acquiring customers or getting business is only a 

challenge at the initial stage of a wedding planning career. But eventually, one's network would 

increase and get more business once he/she is noticeable in the industry. In addition, the 
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ability to provide quality work with a high commitment level is the key to success in the wedding 

business”. 

 

To assess if there is a need for a dedicated social platform for the 

needs of wedding planners in India 

The research has found that prominence of dedicated social platforms, collaborative 

consumption and sharing economy has surged in past few years. The substantial contribution 

of these emerging trends has given birth to new business opportunities that are capitalized on 

the grounds of social media features and benefits. With respect to such learnings from a 

secondary source, the main objective that researcher seeks to address through this research 

was to find if there is a need for a dedicated social media platform for wedding planners in 

India. And it is fascinating to underpin the findings through primary data collection, that there 

exists a strong need for such a dedicated platform for wedding planners and service providers 

in India. In spite of the fact, that existing traditional media or word-of-mouth can satisfy current 

industry needs, having a dedicated social platform would be an added advantage. What is 

more interesting to note is the strong need for such a platform for customers, as highlighted 

by wedding planners during the discussion. It is identical through literature and primary 

findings, that changing demographics, internet-based technological enhancements, use of 

social media and increasing smartphone users, would have a larger impact forming the future 

of the wedding industry in India. This strongly validates the development of such a dedicated 

platform, as the consumers of today’s time aspire to get everything on a finger-tip.  

A dedicated social media platform for wedding planners would have all social media features 

and benefits embedded with a dedicated purpose and right audience. The platform will drive 

better collaboration by bringing the customers and wedding planners on a single platform and 

allow access to more information, trends, and choices to compare, thereby enable effective 

decision making. However, the downside of such single entity goes unnoticed as increased 

choices and access to information may create more competition reinforcing wedding planners 

to compromise on price or quality. The privacy of data, ideas, or business strategies can have 

more threat of copied or stolen! 
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Personal Reflection 

Summary 

When it comes to writing my personal reflection for my dissertation, I realized that it has been 

the most valuable, comprehensive learning throughout my career span and I have truly 

enjoyed the entire process until I come to this stage of submitting my dissertation.  

I could recall from my personal and professional development module, where we had to submit 

our portfolio and it included us to write for our expectations of this degree and learning 

objectives and plans, to which I had replied: 

 

 

 

Looking back, I can definitely conclude that, the most significant and effective experience that 

shaped and influenced my academic objectives is the tenure, I spent as part of my research 

projects work in DBS. During this period, I enhanced my capability towards a more creative 

and unconventional thinking and received an exposure to a strategic research development 

lifecycle. This particular span brought about a drastic change in my traits as a researcher and 

my outlook towards planning, prioritizing and analyzing tasks. Furthermore, I had various 

encounters where I had to step out of my comfort zone and take initiatives and decisions which 

may radically bring about a significant change in my existing abilities and influence the overall 

outcome in a positive way. For Instance, during my RM-II submission, the theft of my laptop 

made me lose all data and I almost lost all my hopes to make it through here. However, I 

managed to re-compose/plan/strategize and worked very hard to transform it into an extensive 

research proposal along with comprehensive supporting documents. Needless to say, this 

could have only been possible with great encouragement, support and help extended by the 

college (Brid, PJ, Mary, Anita). This event accounts for my great learning towards, dealing with 

uncertainty and challenges and be able to effectively manage time and tasks in such adverse 

situations. 

EXPECTATIONS OF THIS DEGREE 

•“I expect, this to give me a wider perspective to various managerial functions and exposure to various 
analysis and research tools.”

LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND PLANS

•“I realized the gap and opportunity that exist within research and analysis. In the fast-paced 
technology-driven environment, there is a constant need to research and get acquainted with new 
changes and updates around the business and its various internal and external factors constantly 
affecting and driving it. Therefore, mastering the art of research and consolidate to form a 
comprehensive meaningful document is the need of time and is one of the learning objectives of this 
MBA.”
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Moreover, it is beyond any doubt that I would greatly benefit from the outcomes and learnings 

of this research process as an individual, as a researcher and as a product manager later in 

my career.  

 

Learning outcomes: 

In this way, Kolb’s learning style and experiential learning cycle is a great model to define the 

learning outcomes I have had throughout this journey of doing the research. The model states 

that an effective learning is accomplished when a person progresses through four stages of 

the experiential learning cycle  

 

This implies to my formulation for this research topic. Amongst the various learning styles of 

Kolb’s model, the “diverge” style would best define my learning style. I have always been a 

person who loves to explore and obtain more knowledge, insights, and experiences with 

passion, enthusiasm, and determination. I am especially very keen on learning things that 

pertain to my area of interest and my future career aspirations. Having worked in IT industry 

for more than ten years under capacities of a business analyst and product manager, I have 

experienced and strongly identify the significant role that technology and social media has in 

today’s business. Also, working as a wedding planner in my free time, I concretely experienced 

the expansion and growth of the wedding industry in India and emerging trends of; hiring 

professionals, wedding planners and using technology and social media in this regard. Being 

part of the wedding industry and closely integrated with its various aspects, I experienced, 

today, people would just want to create a sensation in society with extravagant marriages in 

India. These experiences reflect, in my strong aspiration to build an application or a platform 

where all wedding planners and vendors can connect to their existing or potential customers 

and showcase their work/services/products. Back of my mind, I was always inspired by the 
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staggering consumption of platforms such as LinkedIn, Airbnb, and so on. In this light, this 

research has facilitated great learnings and insights about the area of study.  

 

Research Skill development 

Until I was introduced to the dissertation, I had the least knowledge and understanding of 

varied research, methodology, technique, philosophy, approach, strategy, data collection, and 

analysis. To me, a research always meant, what I now call primary data collection and 

analysis. Contrarily, I learned, the secondary research plays an equally important role in 

accomplishing a successful research. Learning such intricacies has not only cultivated a 

systematic approach of doing a research but effectively use its models, concepts, processes 

for the maximum output and objectives of doing it. 

 

Secondary Research Skill Development 

When I was first introduced to the term secondary research, moreover the emphasis on 

navigating through academic data seemed an unwanted guideline. However, as I began 

exploring the secondary data at each stage of research development lifecycle (RM I-RMII-

Dissertation), I learned that there’s a lot to the area of research then just forming and testing 

a hypothesis. Eventually, at each stage of research, the topic was narrowed to ensure that it 

is in-line with the secondary data and making sense of doing the research than just doing for 

the sake of it. Attending academic writing lectures was a great value addition in this regard, to 

improve on writing skills, navigate through any knowledge area and be able to critically 

evaluate it. It cultivated a great approach to start writing a research work by reading a lot on 

the knowledge area and making notes. Now I firmly believe that one cannot begin to write 

unless he/she has invested a fair amount of time reading and familiarizing with various aspects 

of the knowledge area. This also reflects in each section of my dissertation as I have attempted 

to dig dive and provide adequate detail about every topic that I have included. 

Owing to the lack of secondary data, I thought my topic would not be approved and I always 

argued; how would new literature ever evolve? However, I am really thankful to all my 

supervisors (Dr. Brid Lane, PJ Paul, and Niamh Hickey), who’s guidance facilitated a 

systematic approach to find and look for secondary data and be able to incorporate it into 

research in an effective manner.  

For instance, I could not find much academic data on benefits of social media in relation to 

wedding industry, whereby, I learned from Niamh to put in some detail around the benefits 

social media has for events or other industries and be able to correlate it with; why social 

media is, therefore, a good platform for wedding planning (planners) in future. I also learned 

to look for information through resources other than academic, such as; a more 'reputable' 
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source BBC or the Times of India news, the hunrun Report or the reports from World economic 

forum, surveys conducted by few top-ranking wedding websites, etc. and be able to capitalize 

this information in regard to the research. 

In the end, the literate concluded, “The consumption of social media and the exploitation of its 

ever-decreasing utilities have already been well established in the event industry. However, 

how the event or wedding industry continues to use them in the future, is still an open 

question”, made me assured and more determined of the fact to bring this research forward.  

Primary Research Skill Development 

This particular part of the research development process has been a great exposure in 

learning various intricacies involved in carrying out a research of which the premise is primary 

data collection. Being able to distinguish in a qualitative or quantitative research method, and 

the ability to look through various lenses of overall research design; strategy, philosophy, 

approach, was an unprecedented experience. Moreover, I learned the various techniques of 

data collection and analysis and had a practical experience of carrying one of the methods; 

semi-structured interviews by administering pre-determined questionnaires. While diving 

through these procedures, it was equally noticeable to learn various sampling techniques and 

the emphasis on, how selecting the right samples for the research can help generalize theory 

or formulate conclusion in an effective manner. And the overwhelming participation of the 

selected samples for the purpose of this research needs to be stressed here, as their valuable 

inputs and insights have tremendously helped constitute the research findings and conclusion. 

Also, the substantial role of Niamh (supervisor), who offered great inputs and feedback during 

the various stages of data collection and analysis. For instance, the poor quality of 

audio/sound, resulting in my inability to transcribe interviews. 

 

I never realized the role of ethics and conducting the entire research in an ethical way had this 

level of significance. I now can well relate the advantage or disadvantages as I come to this 

stage of submitting my dissertation, as for how my research could have or could not have 

evolved in light of the ‘research ethics’. There is no denying that, considering scope and 

limitations of any project, such as this of the research plays a key role to advance the possible 

consequences and create a strategy to be able to deal with them effectively and efficiently.  

 

Overall, the engagement in the primary research process has made the biggest contribution 

to my overall skill development as a researcher and an individual. Not only would this, but I 

am certain of the overall value addition and utilization of these skills further in my career. 
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Appendices 

1 Secondary research 

1.1 Possible motives for attending events 

 

1.2 Positive and negative impacts of events: 
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1.3 Event industry and drifting consumer trends 

 

1.4 Special events and generation of change 
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1.5 The Global Competitiveness Index framework 
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1.6 Global Internet usage 

 

 

 

 

1.7 Social media platforms and their features or purpose 
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1.8 Special events categories 

 

1.9 Typology of events 

 

1.10 A typology around two substantial characters of social media 

Facebook • a social network

Snapchat • an instant photo messaging application

Instagram • a photo-sharing application

Twitter • a microblogging application

LinkedIn • a business- and employment-oriented social networking service

GoogleC • an interest-based social network

Pinterest • a “catalog of ideas” or photo-sharing website
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1.11 Social media usage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relationship 

•represents social media platforms that are 
profile based and consist mostly of customized 
messages; this category includes platforms 
such as Facebook and LinkedIn.

Self-media 

•platforms are also profile based but offer 
people the chance to manage their own social 
media communication channels. A typical 
example is Twitter. 

Creative outlet 
•platforms are content based and allow users to 
share their interests and creativity, for 
example, YouTube and Instagram. 

collaboration 
•platforms are also content based but allow 
people to ask questions, get advice, or find the 
most interesting news and content of the day
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2 Primary research 

2.1 List of Interview questions 

Q1. How important is the Indian wedding industry to the Indian economy? 

1.a - Do you know what size the industry is? 

Q2. What are the current trends in the industry? 

2.a - What trends do you predict for the future? 

Q3. What are the current challenges in the industry? 

Q4. How do potential customers get in touch with you most commonly (ie via phone or email 

/ technology)? 

Q5. Do you think technology and social media in particular has changed the way your business 

operates? 

5.a - If yes, how? 

5.b - If no, why? 

Q6. Do you have exposure or used any dedicated social platform such as LinkedIn, Airbnb or 

Couch Surfing? 

Q7. What social media platforms do you currently use for your business? 

7.a - Do you receive business enquiries through these platforms? 

Q8. Do you believe a dedicated social media platform for wedding planners in India would 

help your business? 

Q9. To what extend and how such platform would help? 

Q10. Do you think your customers would use such a platform? 

 

----------------------------------------------End of questions------------------------------------------------------ 

2.2 Participant’s profile 

Participant ID Name email 

RP1  Reema Nagar nagarreema@gmail.com 

RP2 Saloni Maheshwari salonikhatod@gmail.com 

RP3 Chirag Dawar chirag.dawar@gmail.com 

RP4  Surbhi Khtod dastoorgarden@gmail.com 

RP5 Gagan Gupta gagan.gupta@talkconcepts.in 
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2.3 Invitation email for participants 

 

Subject of the email:  

Research on Indian Wedding Industry and use of Social Media: Seeking availability for 

Interview 

Main Body: 

Hello <Name of the participant>, 

 

Greetings of the day! 

 

Further to our telephonic conversation, I would like to thank you for showing interest to 

participate in my Dissertation on "Indian Wedding Industry and use of Social Media". 

Considering your immense contribution to the Industry, you should be a perfect fit for my area 

of research and your inputs will be accounted analysing and formulating the research 

conclusion. 

 

I am attaching here the "Information Sheet for Participants", which should provide you 

adequate information and insights in relation to the details of the research project, what would 

happen in research and your role during the process.  

Hereby, I am also attaching the "Informed Consent Form". Once you have read and agreed to 

participate in the research, should revert back with signed Consent Form. 

Further to this, kindly share your availability to conduct Interview in person. 

Should you have any query or concern please feel free to write/call me 

 

Thanks, 

-Rohit Maheshwari 

+91 97531 36410 

----------------------------------------------------End of email------------------------------------------------------ 
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2.4 Information sheet for participants 

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 

 

PROJECT TITLE 

Indian Wedding Industry and use of Social Media 

Today, technological enhancements, social media and mobile revolution is having a strong 

impact on human lives and business. Today, no industry remains unimpacted of such change, 

reinforcing business(es) to align to such changing needs of the market and consumers. In this 

light, this research intends to explore current wedding industry practices, processes, 

challenges and management intricacies in India and find if it would be of interest to build a 

dedicated social media platform serving wedding planners in this context. The results obtained 

through research can further be used by wedding planners in country to recognize the change 

in industry patterns and practices and pave the path for future actions.  

For the study I Rohit Maheshwari an MBA student in Dublin Business School, Dublin (Ireland) 

is assisted by Niamh Hickey to complete this research. 

 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN 

Considering your contribution and exposure to the industry, you will be asked to participate in 

one-on-one interview to collect data for further assessment and formulate the research 

conclusion. For this purpose of analysis all Interview session will be recorded. There will be 

semi-structured interview of 15-20 minutes, during which you will be asked to answer a set of 

pre-defined open-ended question upon which further questions and discussion would be 

channelized. A list of such questions can be referred under the “Interview Questions” section 

of this document. 

 

TIME COMMITMENT 

The study typically takes 12 weeks to complete, under which you would be required for an 

interview session of 15-20 minutes at any given day as per your availability and convenience. 

If further need be, you may be asked for any clarification or inputs by researcher or supervisor. 

No further contact in relation to the research will be made once the research is finished. 

 

PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS 

You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation 

required from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be 

withdrawn / destroyed.  

You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of you.  
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You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless answering 

these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome.  A full de-briefing will be given after 

the study). If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should 

ask the researcher before the study begins. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY 

The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you except that it is used 

without disclosing your name or company information. You have all the right to supervise or 

ask to withdraw or destroy any information you have provided during this course of research. 

The information provided by you would solely be used for the purpose of the research and is 

not shared and used elsewhere. The information will be stored on a password protected 

personal device and destroyed the day after the time period for appeal-of-grade period has 

expired Or, the day after any grade appeals have been finalized and closed. 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

I or / and Niamh Hickey (my supervisor) will be glad to answer your questions about this study 

at any time. You may contact my supervisor at niamh.hickey@dbs.ie / +353 (0) 1 4177500. 

Interview Questions 

1. How important is the Indian wedding industry to the Indian economy?  

a. Do you know what size the industry is? 

2. What are the current trends in the industry? 

a. What trends do you predict for the future? 

3. What are the current challenges in the industry? 

4. How do potential customers get in touch with you most commonly (ie via phone or 

email / technology)? 

5. Do you think technology and social media in particular has changed the way your 

business operates? 

a. If yes, how? 

b. If no, why? 

6. Do you have exposure or used any dedicated social platform such as LinkedIn, Airbnb 

or Couch Surfing? 

7. What social media platforms do you currently use for your business? 

a. Do you receive business enquiries through these platforms?  

8. Do you believe a dedicated social media platform for wedding planners in India would 

help your business? 

9. To what extend and how such platform would help? 

10. Do you think your customers would use such a platform? 

mailto:niamh.hickey@dbs.ie
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2.5 Informed consent form 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 

PROJECT TITLE: Indian Wedding Industry and use of Social Media 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY: 

Event management and weddings in particular is a fast-growing industry in India. An estimated 

$40 billion wedding industry is growing at 25%-30% annually. The industry is recession-proof 

and people never had a lack of willingness to spend on their weddings. From wedding planners 

to dress designers, decorators, entertainers, photographers the sense of growth is all 

pervasive. In past few decades entire human race has witnessed a major transformation. The 

prominence of digital, social media and mobile revolution has paralleled technological 

innovations. Social media has been a transformer revolutionizing the process of modern 

business practices, on the other hand, changing the way customer look for products and 

services and consume them. The change in weddings today can be noticed as brides of 

tomorrow look for ideas and inspiration on Facebook, Instagram or Pinterest. The stories, 

pictures and videos are shared on YouTube than just keeping them in drawers of shelves. 

Today, the organisations and all stakeholders would need to become much more collaborative 

than ever before. The collaboration refers to an arrangement where business and all 

stakeholders work hand in hand towards a shared goal. Today, no industry remains 

unimpacted of such change, reinforcing business (es) to align to such changing needs of the 

market and consumers. In this sense, this research aims to explore current Wedding industry 

practices, processes, challenges and management intricacies in India and find if it would be 

of interest to build a dedicated social media platform serving wedding planners in this context. 

The results obtained through research can further be used by wedding planners in country to 

recognize the change in industry patterns and practices and pave the path for future actions. 

 

By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant 

Information Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered 

satisfactorily, (3) you are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in this 

research study voluntarily (without coercion).  

 

________________________   ____________________________ 

Participant’s signature      Participant’s Name 
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Rohit Maheshwari 

_________________________    ___________________________ 

Student Name      Student Name signature 

 

 

_________________________ 

Date: 

 

-------------------------------------------End of the informed consent form----------------------------------- 

3 Interview Transcripts 

3.1 Vrinda Nyati 

[Rohit] Hello is that vrinda 

[Vrinda] Ya 

[Rohit] Vrinda hi Rohit here  

[Vrinda] Hey rohit how are you? 

[Rohit] Hey I am good how are you? 

[Vrinda] I am good too. Thanks for asking 

[Rohit] First of all congratulations. I got to know from my mom. About the engagement. 

[Vrinda] Thank you so much. 

[Rohit] Great (Great). So off course ya I knew before (unn) the (the) conversation was on about 

your marriage, but I did not know that you finally got engaged. So congratulations a lot. 

[Vrinda] Thank you so much. 

[Rohit] So have you started the preparations? 

[Vrinda] (like)  not on full fledge, but ya bits and pieces I have started. I have started to look 

for jewellery and Lehngas (A bridal dress) especially. But it’s not fixed yet. 

[Rohit] I am so sorry I didn’t even ask to (like) when is your marriage date?  

[Vrinda] Ohh! Its 25th and 26, 26th 

[Rohit] 25th and 26th ok! in January? 

[Vrinda] No actually, No actually it starts from 23rd to 27th  

[Rohit] 23rd to 27th! So may days. What you gonna do? Are you getting married or what is it 

some festival? (Laugh)  

[Vrinda] No actually It’s gonna be (like), long wedding because (there’s like), there’s gonna be 

everything on each day. So haldi, mehndi all sort of ceremony will be (hap) happening.  

[Rohit] Ohh! Great. So are you hiring any wedding planner? 
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[Vrinda] I didn’t think about it, actually I am following a few. And let’s see how it goes. I did 

contact them, but I actually need to meet them in person so that I know what they are, (like), 

trying to give out. 

[Rohit] Following them as in (like) you following them where? 

[Vrinda] (like) there is this website wedmegood.com and it has lot of information, but I couldn’t 

chat with them. I need to contact them and meet them personally.  

[Rohit] So wasn’t there any chat option in the website itself? 

[Vrinda] No there wasn’t 

[Rohit] Ok! And but they might have shown everything into their profile. (like) their pictures and 

everything right? 

[Vrinda] Ya but (like) that could be fake as well. I need to (like) meet them in person if I need 

to know what they are 

[Rohit] Oh yay ya you’re right Ya (ya) I see what you mean. And what about your shopping? 

Have you started shopping? 

[Vrinda] Shopping ya like Jewellery. (and) Jewellery I have just seen but I haven’t shopped it 

exactly. I’ll be do. I mean (like) I am not really sure. I am following (like) in designers on 

Instagram and I don’t know what there will be in the season, I mean in January. Because right 

it’s gonna be different and in January the collection would again change. So I want the latest 

one for my wedding.  

[Rohit] Great! 

[Vrinda] Laugh 

[Rohit] So I think January is is too far, you have already started a lot of preparations I see. 

[Vrinda] Ya! But then the wedding is also long so I have to do. Right! 

[Rohit] Ya (ya) I understand your point. Well I am so sorry! I actually wanted to (You know) 

chat with you a lot, (unn) , but I’ll have to, (I think think) keep this call very short.  

[Vrinda] OK 

[Rohit] And just to let (You know), actually the purpose of this call was for (You know) my 

research. You remember I told you 

[Vrinda] Ok 

[Rohit] I am  

[Vrinda] Ya (ya), you were talking about it 

[Rohit] Ya (ya), when I was in India, we were chatting. (Ya) So I am about to submit (You 

know) my dissertation. (like) I am in the process of writing my dissertation. So (next month, so 

Un Un) this the (You know) the end of this month I think I’ll be submitting my dissertation. 

(Breath) so so I just needed your input and (and) just one more thing, actually I have audio 

recorded this interview (You know) for the college purpose. 

[Vrinda] Ya (ya) 
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[Rohit] So is it fine with you if I submit the (unn) the recording of this audio file 

[Vrinda] Ya (ya) that not a problem. That’s ok. 

[Rohit] Ok Great (Great). Ok so best of luck with your preparations. I’ll chat with you soon 

[Vrinda] Sure (sure) 

[Rohit] And I’ll see if I can attend your wedding.  

[Vrinda] You have to attend. Ok 

[Rohit] (laugh) ok (ok). Alright! See you bye 

[Vrinda] Bye and good luck for your dissertation  

[Rohit] Thank you thank you 

[Vrinda] Bye 

-----------------------------------End of the transcript for Vrinda Nyati------------------------------------- 


